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ABSTRACT
To achieve an effective design of automotive structures, a material’s mechanical
properties are crucial, especially in welded structures that are susceptible to impact loading, such
as in vehicle collisions. The primary objective of this research is to characterize resistance spot
welding (RSW) for steel material and to develop an equivalent simplified weld model using
material characterization. A secondary objective is to investigate friction stir spot welding
(FSSW) for a material flow study using a smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) formulation and
to compare it with RSW.
During the initial phase of this study, friction stir welding (FSW) is investigated for
temperature evolution, plastic strain, and material flow using finite element (FE) simulations,
which are carried out using an elasto-plastic model. A heat source FSW model is developed to
predict the thermal effect. FSSW results are compared with the results from RSW, reaching the
conclusion that RSW is still a better method for the automotive industry.
The necessary conditions for all RSW modeling are virtual test data that exist for spotwelded specimens. After developing a simplified weld model, the parameters gained from the
sample specimen are transferred to the simulation of components tests. Components of a test
especially designed for the connection failure illustrate that neglecting a spot-weld failure leads
to altered energy absorption. Vehicle-level test also considered in this evaluation. Finally, to
address the overdesigning issue, an optimization procedure is carried out using the I-sight
software design methodology for vehicle mass reduction. Thus, a suitable modeling approach is
investigated numerically for mapping the spot weld in a crash simulation. Further development
of the analytical methods and user-defined material would be extremely beneficial; however, the
proof of concept successfully developed in this dissertation satisfies its objective.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Automotive manufacturers face many challenges such as buyer desire for cars that offer

better performance, safety with extensive customization, and government legislation requiring
reduced emissions, recycling, and greater safety of occupants and pedestrians. In competitive
manufacturing, new vehicle concepts enable the use of components that are rigid, strong, and as
light as possible. Due to new high-strength steel (HHS), lighter structures that resist corrosion
can be constructed without an external coating. The portion of HHS grows with every new
generation. Figure 1.1 shows the use of different grade of steels in an auto body structure.

Figure 1.1. Use of conventional and high-strength steels in automobile body structure [1, 2, 3]
Weight savings of automobiles contrasts with ever-increasing requirements for high body
stiffness and vehicle occupant crash protection at high speeds. Due to this conflicting objective,
one manufacturing method is to improve the material by improving its static strength. As a result
of using high-strength steel, the plate thickness of parts can be reduced to lower the mass and
improve the collision strength. Extra-high-strength steel (EHSS) is used for safety and crash1

relevant components such as pillars, cross beams, sills, etc. EHSS achieves this through a
reduction in sheet thickness as well as increased bending and torsional stiffness, resulting in a
weight-optimized design without compromising structural dynamics and static strength [1].In
crash situations, EHSS, in comparison to conventional high-strength steel, leads to increased
work-hardening and a more uniform distribution of strains, thus enabling an improved energyabsorption capacity.
From the viewpoint of lightening, aluminum (Al) has a lower specific gravity than steel.
It is possible to use Al alloy in the automotive industry, but the material cost is high, and
weldability and formability are poor. Therefore, steel currently accounts for most of an
automobile’s body material.
1.2

Current State of the Art
The progressively shorter development time for new products, especially in the

automotive sector, is unthinkable without computer-aided engineering (CAE) and design. Today,
virtual validation is an integral part of the development process. The simulation of a product’s
behavior under increasingly stringent conditions, such as new legal as well as consumer
association requirements, is a necessary prerequisite before the first test function of a product’s
prototype, such as crash safety, can be demonstrated. Computer simulation results in significant
time and cost savings. Virtual simulations are used extensively in vehicle design and
crashworthiness assessment by vehicle manufacturers. These tools avoid the high costs
associated with experimental testing.
Hence, on a macro-scale, the foundation for the crashworthy design of a vehicle structure
is now extensive computer simulations of the entire vehicle under realistic conditions. More
conservative safety factors in the design of a vehicle structure or its critical components through
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the development of CAE design methods have been significantly reduced in recent years. The
use of CAE methods in an automobile’s body design, which is responsible for better joining
strength and an optimal, lightweight construction, is of central importance. The development of
CAE deployment focuses on methods of numerical optimization. Efforts are being made to
reduce the testing cost of vehicle structures. Advances in computer software and hardware have
made it possible to analyze complex systems by numerical simulation. As a result, finite element
analysis (FEA) techniques have become a well-established design tool for predicting dynamic
events in the automotive industry. There is no point in having simulation tools if they do not
accurately simulate real life. Figure 1.2 shows how virtual simulation improves the strength of
the car body, and thus safety, by developing a cradle with reinforcing members and weld
modeling in order to have a proper load path with the mass improvement.

Figure 1.2. Industry-leading virtual simulations in vehicle development [4]
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Such CAE prediction programs will be part of all future development in order to increase
the reliability of forecasts within the vehicle development process. Thus, the goal of this research
is to contribute to the body of knowledge on the joining method analysis for vehicle collision
strength performance. Various virtual functions include durability, stiffness, vibration, and
collision safety. Weld modeling of automotive structures must be studied for almost all virtual
functions as the final virtual prototype. This has provided the motivation for this study.
1.3

Research Motivation
Analysis studies of the crashworthiness of welded structures have attracted significant

attention from investigators in both industry and academia. A weld design must be able to sustain
a failure load until it yields and then later dissipate the kinetic energy (KE) of impact in a
controlled manner. Properly modeling a weld forms the basis for designing crashworthy
structures. Different spot weld materials that can be used as joining material in vehicle structures
has been the topic of research recently. These materials will change the deformation behavior or
improve the energy absorption capabilities of structures. Based on this, the joining method and
design of the body can be adapted. This is important in the context of lightweight automobile
construction. The common goal has been to develop a methodology that can predict the behavior
of joining elements accurately.
In the context of accelerated development of computer technology and of the available
numerical simulation of the underlying finite element (FE) models, more and more geometric
and technologically and methodologically refined. Starting from the basic structure is a more
subtle structure up to simulate the joining elements, which ensures the cohesion and function of
the joint. In general, most of the time welds are modeled as rigid link elements in a vehicle
structure. This has provided the motivation for this study, that is, to examine and investigate the
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modeling of joining methods. The most common joining method is most likely resistance spot
welding (RSW); however, friction stir spot welding (FSSW) is also a promising method in the
future to assess a vehicle’s structural design.
FSSW technology replaces RSW in a few automotive subsystems, such as the cradle bar,
suspension mounting, and automotive hood stiffeners. The rotating welding tool generates a
considerable amount of heat due to friction and plastic deformation of the workpiece material [5,
6]. Upon contact with the top surface of the workpiece, heat is created through friction at the
shoulder and, to a lesser degree, the pin surface, which in turn causes the material to soften. As
the tool is plunged into the material being welded, severe plastic deformation and flow of the
plasticized metal around the tool occurs, releasing a large amount of heat. This allows the tool to
be readily translated along the welding direction, whereby material is transported from the front
of the tool to the trailing edge of the tool, where it is forged into a joint [6].
In the present study, FSSW is investigated for thermal and material flow characterization.
Later on, RSW is investigated in detail in order to evaluate the mechanical strength of simple
components and vehicle subsystems.
1.4

Scope of Investigation
The paragraphs that follow offer a discussion of the work that has been done to achieve

this study’s objectives. This dissertation report comprises ten chapters. The original contributions
of this research are presented in Chapter 3 through 9. This chapter has summarized the
background and motivation of the present research. The remaining chapters are organized as
follows:
Chapter 2 contains a review of walkable literature on FSSW and RSW, in general, with
specific emphasis on steel as a spot weld model due to its wide application in the automotive
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industry. Various papers that document the material flow and thermal study during friction stir
joining are reviewed. These papers may be divided into two categories: experimental work and
numerical simulation. The method and results in each paper are briefly described. In addition in
Chapter 2, different types of finite element formulations and their applications to non-linear solid
mechanics are reviewed. Finally, RSW and FSSW references in the available literature are
compared.
Chapter 3 explains the justification and objectives for this study. This chapter addresses
the methodology in order to implement weld modeling in crash analysis.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the FE model development of FSSW and a thermal model of
friction stir welding (FSW). The application of FSW to aluminum is not new, but its application
in automotive structures has afforded benefits unique to FSW. Thus, an additional goal in this
dissertation is to develop three-dimensional models of friction stir welding for a more detailed
study.
Chapter 5 presents an extensive simulation program for a detailed finite element analysis
of a spot weld model—the elastic-plastic material model—including the damage studied. The
material modeling for nonlinear elasto -plastic problems developed as part of this research is
presented.
Chapter 6 contains virtual validation for a simple weld model, determining the model
parameters by comparing the maximum load under tensile, shear, and peel conditions with
corresponding numerical investigations. The appropriate approach for the loading utilized
depends on the parameters desired from the analysis.
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Chapter 7 develops an approach on a simple component test to verify the modeling of a
simplified replacement weld model. The finite element predictions are compared with published
experimental results. The latter case study addresses component-level CAE model validation.
Chapter 8 presents a crash analysis of a weld failure in an auto body structure in a frontal
impact crash test. This is followed by various frontal impact measures.
Chapter 9 explores optimization of the bumper structure, including use of optimization
for reducing mass by gauges and material parameters studied using the I-sight software design
methodology.
Finally, in Chapter 10, the work is summarized, contribution to the state of the art in
RSW simulation is addressed, conclusions are drawn, outstanding research issues and areas of
future research concerning the weld strength simulation are suggested.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction
Resistance spot welding has played an important role in the automotive industry for a

many years. But the invention of friction stir spot welding is slowly changing the world and has
started to influence joining techniques in the vehicle industry. FSW and its variant FSSW are
currently being used to a greater extent in the aircraft industry. This process is slowly creeping
into the automobile industry and will soon be a part of other product-development industries.
This chapter is devoted to a review of the theories and numerical methods used to study two
joining processes, FSSW and RSW. To make this review available as a quick reference of
literature for this research, documents are organized into groups depending on their main theme.
For instance, documents about modeling of FSSW are in one group, while documents about spot
weld characterization for steel material are in another group.
2.1.1

Review of Relevant Literature
In this chapter, two topics are addressed to study weld characterization in vehicle

development. First, the previous experimental work and numerical studies of FSSW with respect
to material flow and heat generated are reviewed. Fully understanding material flow and mixing
during FSW is very important for designing the welding tool and controlling the process
parameters in order to produce high-quality welds. This initial phase of the study has shown that
FSSW joint strengths are below those parameters set in the draft specification for RSW of steels
by the American Welding Society (AWS). Also, the failure behavior of RSW is discussed due to
its dominance in the automotive industry. This is the second phase of the research work.
Discussions focus on RSW in high-strength steels, because the joint efficiency of FSSW strength
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is lower due to softening zones at the core, which cause a low-strength joint [7]. A strength of
more than 30 percent may be decreased due to the condition of friction stir spot welds. Also,
industrial implementation of FSSW is critical due to the various parameters of total spot cycle
time, tool wear, and robustness as a function of changing weld parameters, tool life, and the
process of transferring optimized process parameters to a robotic system.
2.1.2

Friction Stir Spot Welding
Various published papers in the areas of FSW and RSW technologies have been

collected, although most are not directly related to the aim and scope of the present project. To
focus on spot weld strength performance for combined loading, this survey narrowed down those
papers pertaining to the latter. The following discussion provides a summary of the literature
survey, with a focus on the aim and scope of the present project and related findings.
Friction stir spot welding is a spot-like solid-state joining process suitable for welding
structural components in an overlap configuration [8]. Due to the extensive use of lightweight
alloys, FSSW has the potential to replace conventional methods as well as to reduce joining steps
and lower costs. In FSSW, the tool is not traversed but instead creates the joint by a rotating tool
plunging into and retracting out of the overlapping sheets. The quality of the weld depends on
the material flow around the pin. Understanding how the material moves is important to
optimizing process parameters and validating results of the numerical simulations of the process.
Few automotive manufacturers utilize FSSW in the production of aluminum doors,
engine hoods, and deck-lids for weight reduction [9,10], in comparison with other spot joining
methods such as RSW and riveting. In FSSW, a rotating fixed pin tool is plunged and retracted
through the upper and lower workpiece of the lap joint to plasticize the metal locally and stir
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material from each sheet together, as shown in Figure 2.1. Compared to RSW, the costs of
welding current, cooling, and preparation of electrode caps are eliminated with FSSW.

Figure 2.1. Plunge friction stir spot welding [11]
Once the FSW tool reaches a certain depth, the strength of the joint changes only slightly
if the plunge depth is further increased, as shown in Figure 2.2(a), thus demonstrating that
sufficient depth of probe penetration is achieved to produce a joint with consistently strong
properties. As shown in Figure 2.2(b), in order for the material to be mixed adequately, the tool
must be in the material for a certain amount of dwell time. Once the ideal point is reached, more
mixing does not increase the strength of the joint, and longer dwelling may weaken the joint due
to overheating. Figure 2.3 shows how FSSW is used in the automotive industry.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. (a) Effect of plunge depth, (b) effect of dwell time [12]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3. Applications of FSSW: (a) Mazda’s new friction stir welder making a weld on a body
assembly, (b) weld on Mazda RX-8 bonnet, (c) prototype FSSW engine cradle [9], (d) friction
stir-welded suspension links for Lincoln stretch limousines (courtesy of Tower Automotive)
2.1.3 Aluminum Alloys Used in Automotive Industry
To increase the mechanical strength of pure aluminum, some alloy elements—mainly
silicon, magnesium, copper and zinc—are added. An aluminum AA5xxx series alloy is a
standard material for car parts. For example, it is used in the inside construction of doors.
Suitable lightweight construction is possible by using specific lighter material, like aluminum
(especially alloy series 5xxx and 6xxx) or high-strength steel materials. Resistance spot welding
is a popular method for joining steel body sheets. In addition, the mixed structure, by using
different material combinations at respective locations, places demands on the joining techniques
for friction stir welding. Possible variations of the joining process are the joining of aluminum to
steel, steel to steel, and magnesium, as well as weld-bonding (with adhesive), all of which need
to be examined in a future development study. Table 2.1 summarizes the various applications of
aluminum alloys.
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Table 2.1. Designation, product form, and application of aluminum alloys [13]
Wrought Aluminum
Alloy Designation

Product Forms

5000 series
(Al-Mg)

Rolled plates and sheets,
extrusions, forgings, tubing,
piping

6000 series
(Al-Si-Mg)
2.2

Rolled plates and sheets,
extrusions, forgings,
tubing, piping

Applications
Cladding, vessel hulls and
superstructures, structural members,
vessels and tanks, vehicles,
automotive body sheets
High-strength structural members,
vehicles, rolling stock, marine
applications, architectural
applications, automotive body sheets

Experimental Work and Numerical Studies of Material Flow during FSSW
Most published papers provide an experimental study of the material created by FSW,

thus providing an opportunity to use computational simulations for validating this experimental
work. This process involves a coupling of mechanical, thermal, and metallurgical phenomena.
Finite element simulations require discretization of the continuum medium. The Lagrangian,
Eulerian, and arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) methods are classical formulations to study
this thermomechanical problem. The Lagrangian representation is most often used in solid
mechanics where material flow is limited. For a large deformation process, mesh distortion can
become severe, leading to a progressively smaller explicit time step and eventual instability. In
contrast, the Eulerian or ALE solution method, wherein the materials advect through the
Eulerian/ALE mesh, which itself is either fixed in space (Eulerian) or else moving according to
some user-issued directives (ALE), is much better suited. The third approach, an ALE
formulation, is better due to its accuracy in material advection. The amount of material advected
at each time step is generally less compared to the Eulerian approach, since the mesh is also
moving. Generally, the less material that is advected per time step, the more accurate the
simulation.
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Previous experimental work on the flow of material during FSW has been published in
papers by Dickerson et al. [14], Colligan [15], Reyolds et al. [16], and London et al. [17]). The
experimental technique to track material flow in a friction stir weld is based on the use of marker
material, which is different from the workpiece material being welded and redistributed during
welding. The main requirements of any microstructural changes should be easily distinguished
from the surrounding alloy after welding without affecting the normal FSW material flow
behavior. Different marker materials have been used by researchers (London et al. [17], Seidel et
al. [18]) to track the material flow during FSW. A study by Colligan [15] also focuses on
detailed material characteristics information such as the frictional coefficient and other thermal
physical properties at elevated temperatures.
2.2.1 Lagrangian, Eulerian, and ALE Formulations
When non-linear solid mechanics processes are simulated using finite element methods,
two kinds of formulations, namely Lagrangian and Eulerian, are commonly applied to
delineating distortions of a continuum. In nature, both of these are used to determine the
relationship between the deformed continuum and the mesh of computing zones. However, each
has advantages and disadvantages that apply to solving different problems.
In a Lagrangian description, the nodes of the finite element mesh are attached to the
material points, and the mesh deforms with the material. Since the nodes are coincident with the
material points in the Lagrangian mesh, boundary nodes remain on the boundary throughout the
evolution of the problem. This simplifies the imposition of boundary conditions in Lagrangian
meshes. The Lagrangian description is most popular in solid mechanics. Its attractiveness is that
it can easily handle complicated boundaries and accurately treat history-dependent materials.
However, this approach is not suitable for large deformation problems since the material deforms
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greatly, and the mesh is also severely deformed, causing poor results and even computational
termination.
On the other hand, in the Eulerian description, the nodes of the finite element mesh are
fixed in space, and material flows through the mesh. The material properties are calculated at
fixed spatial locations as the material flows through the mesh.
ALE formulation takes advantage of both the Lagrangian formulation, where nodes are
forced to move with the material, and the Eulerian formulation, where material moves through
the mesh. This will maintain a high-quality mesh throughout the analysis, even in the presence of
severe distortions, which is common in FSW simulations.
The split-operator approach is used in ABAQUS/Explicit FE analysis [19] to specify the
ALE boundary conditions. Here, in Lagrangian steps, the mesh moves with the material, which is
followed by advection steps, where the material flows through the mesh. Mesh smoothing is also
carried out during the periodic advection steps to maintain a high-quality mesh. In addition to the
advection steps, ABAQUS uses adaptive mesh refinement to maintain the gradient mesh
throughout analysis. A gradient mesh is used in the domain of interest (deformation zone) to
reduce the cost of the analysis.
The material flow and forces applied to the tool and the microstructure all seem to be
predictable using the ALE formulation [19]. This is a procedure of remeshing of the structure
without adding nodes (repositioning of nodes), which allows one to obtain elements with
acceptable shape. However, even with the use of this formulation, the mixing of materials is not
captured in the simulations.
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2.2.2

SPH Formulations
The smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is a mesh-free or meshless integral

method. Unlike FE methods, the SPH method discretizes the deformable object with particles
rather than connected meshes. The first step in the formulation of SPH particles is the integral
representation, and the later step is the particle approximation. The SPH algorithm also has been
widely used, such as in an underwater explosion simulation, blast loading, hypervelocity
impacts, ballistic penetration, etc. In the usual methods of analysis, SPH particles are moved
along the characteristic curves of the field variable and also modify the weights with the
divergence of flow in order to conserve volume. Particles defined can be insufficient to represent
the actual material behavior of a particular physical problem. However, increasing the material
particles greatly increases the computational time. Very little research has been done on SPH
formulation for friction stir welding [8, 20]. The present work in this study is undertaken to
extend this area of research.
2.3

Thermal FSW Model
Schmidt et al. [21] proposed a model for heat generation based on the nature of the

contact conditions—namely sliding, sticking, or partial sticking—at the tool-matrix interface. A
few articles in the literature ignor the plastic flow around the tool [21, 22] while focusing on heat
conduction. Chao et al. [23] studied inverse modeling to determine the fraction of the heat
generated at the tool shoulder interface. Using an iterative numerical method for estimating the
partitioning of heat at the tool shoulder-workpiece interface, Song and Kovacevic [24] developed
a thermal model of the aluminum 6061 alloy.
Friggard et al. [25] assumed that the heat generation during welding is due to the
frictional heating at the tool shoulder-workpiece interface. Ulysse [26] modeled the large plastic
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deformation involved in stir-welding processes by relating the deviatoric stress tensor to the
strain-rate tensor. The thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ) was assumed to be a rigid
viscoplastic material where the flow stress depends on the strain rate and temperature. Zhang et
al. [27] introduced a three-dimensional model based on finite element analysis to study the
thermal history and thermomechanical process in butt welding.
Based on this literature, a thermomechanical FE model is developed using LS-DYNA for
identifying heat that evolves. This is a moving heat source analysis. Heat input from friction stir
welding can be described using a distributed heat source, based on the model proposed by
Goldak et al. (1983) [28]. This heat distribution model ignores convective heat flow and restricts
heat transfer to conduction, thus simplifying the problem. The thermal history and evolution of
longitudinal, lateral, and through-thickness stress in the friction stirred weld are also simulated.
2.4

Friction Spot Welding (FSpW)
Due to the increasing importance of thermoplastics and lightweight alloys in automotive

and aircraft industries, a new joining method, called friction spot welding (FSpW) was
developed for similar and dissimilar polymer and composite joints [29]. The feasibility of FSpW
on thermoplastics was successfully demonstrated by Oliveira et al. [30].
2.5

RSW as Dominant Joining Method in Auto Industry
According to the Resistance Welder Manufacturers’ Association [31, 32], “welding

consists of joining two or more metal parts by applying heat and sometimes pressure, and
resistance welding indicates the area where the heating of the weld at the parts to be welded is
generated by the parts resistance against the electrical current.” Recently, laser welding has been
put to practical use, but spot welding is still the main method of the body junction from high
productivity welds per vehicle also extends to several thousand.
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Figure 2.4 is a schematic of a cross-sectional hardness distribution and a structure of the
spot weld portion of two-ply steel. The hardness of the weld zone (WZ) is often much higher
than the hardness of the base material due to rapid cooling of the material after welding. The
extreme hardness in this zone causes phases like martensite or bainite. The central portion is the
convex lens shape of the weld metal that is melted and solidified, also known as the nugget. On
the outside of the nugget, a heat-affected zone (HAZ) is present. On the outside of the HAZ, the
intact area is called the base metal (BM) organization. This region is joined using a solid-phase
heat input and electrode force, engagement surface, and corona bond (Figure 2.5). In general, the
BM boundaries of the HAZ are located outside the corona bond. The affected part, caused by
rapid cooling after heating, contains most of the martensite or bainite transformation, and the
hardness increases significantly compared to the BM.

Figure 2.4. Microstructure and hardness distribution of spot welds [33]
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Figure 2.5. Corona bond of spot welds [34]
2.5.1

Comparison of Resistance Spot Welding and Friction Stir Spot Welding
RSW is an established and cost-effective technology for joining steel. In particular, the

advantages of this method include tool flexibility and the degree of suitability for viewpoints.
For aluminum, however, this joining method is only of limited use, because of rapidly rising
costs as the result of wear and maintenance (milling and polishing) of the electrode caps.
Furthermore, the equipment investment rises as a result of the extreme in rush currents.
However, faster cycle times in RSW result in greater productivity than FSSW. Owing to the
widespread implementation of RSW, the infrastructure and support system is already in place.
The FSSW process has not yet been used extensively in the automotive industry, and as a result,
the infrastructure and support is not yet in place. Furthermore, the FSSW process requires
additional fixtures owing to its mechanical nature. At the moment, RSW is a more cost-effective
process, although further advancements in FSSW will make this method more economically
competitive.
RSW of aluminum alloy shares the same joule of heat energy as steel; however, due to its
low density and high thermal and electrical conductivity, aluminum alloy spot welding is more
challenging. For age-hardening aluminum alloys, it is well known that welding leads to heat
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affected zones in the vicinity of the weld that may have a significantly reduced strength
compared to the base metal. Mechanical properties of the HAZ are likely to limit the structural
capability of aluminum connections when the structure is subjected to crash loads.
In the case of RSW, fracture initiates between the two sheets and propagates through the
interface of the material. For FSSW welds, fracture initiates at the unbounded region and
propagates through the upper sheet just under the shoulder, suggesting a need for further
optimization of tool geometry. The microstructure hardness is similar in the fusion zone (FZ) and
stir zone (SZ) for RSW and FSSW, respectively. The hardness decreases from the weld center
line into the BM in RSW; however, the HAZ is narrower [34].
FSW and its variant FSSW were initially used for aluminum alloys, and then, because of
its suitability for joining, they were developed for many different materials.
2.5.2

Plasto Mechanics of FSW Process
Material flow during the FSW process is probably the most relevant aspect for achieving

effective mechanical properties of the welded joint. A detailed view of the material
microstructure (Figure 2.6) in the joint section of two 3.2 mm thick AA2024-T3 aluminum
sheets shows the different areas that typically characterize the transverse section of FSW joints.

Figure 2.6. Material flow in typical transverse section of FSW lap joint [35]
In FSSW joints, hardness is high in the SZ, drops down in the TMAZ, and then rises up
to the hardness level of the base metal (Table 2.2). The BM of the lower plate does not
experience any microstructure change. This helps to keep the hardness of the SZ higher than in
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FSW joints, rather than the same, as in the base metal. It also helps to keep the TMAZ hardness
level higher than in FSW joints. For the friction stir-welded joint, tensile strength of the weld is
less than that of the base metal. The average yield deformation of the weld is much lower than
the yield deformation of its base metal. Hence, all tensile specimens fail at the weld nugget due
to a soft core [7, 35]. Overall, FSSW joints of AA2024 are stronger than FSW joints of AA2024.
Table 2.2. Hardness test Hv (0.29 N) of AA2024-T3 [35, 36]
AA2024-T3

Base

HAZ

TMAZ

SZ

FSW Joints
FSSW Joints

120
120

110
115

80
90

100
120

Al 7075-T6
To implement FSW in the automotive industry, it is necessary to have a good
understanding of the process of steel material configuration. Santella et al. [37] addressed the
question of whether the FSSW process is viable for automotive advanced high-strength steel
(AHSS), whereby friction-stir spot welds were made on a two-high stack-up of dual-phase (DP)
steel (DP780). Lap-shear test results indicated that reasonable strengths can be obtained and that
strength is highly dependent on tool design and process parameter.
Figure 2.7 shows the microstructural features observed in FSSW and RSW [36]. It also
shows the modeling difference, which is used in subsequent chapters.

Figure 2.7. Interface between two welded plates in lap configuration (FSSW vs RSW) [36]
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Khan et al. [38] compared resistance and friction stir spot welding of DP600. Surface
appearance clearly showed a poor finish with a keyhole resulting from the pin, and an
indentation surrounded by expulsion, or debris, caused by the tool shoulder. The keyhole
decreased the bonded area for a given weld size.
As shown in Figure 2.8, three different subzones are caused by the spot welding process
due to heat evolution. This profile shows the hardness in the BM, HAZ, and FZ regions. The BM
shows the typical, finely dispersed martensite particles (white) surrounded by a ferrite matrix
(fawn) that is characteristic of automotive dual-phase steels. Hardness values in the BM range
from 150 to 200 Hv, which is an indication of the mainly ferritic nature of the microstructure
(Table 2.3). In the HAZ, the volume fraction of martensite increases. Within the FZ region,
hardness values exceed that of the BM, 350 Hv, which indicates an increase in the volume
fraction of martensite with a ferrite matrix.

Figure 2.8. Hardness profile of RSW and FSSW weld region [38]
Table 2.3. Hardness test Hv (0.3 N) of DP600 [38]
DP600

Base

HAZ

TMAZ

Nugget/Stir Zone

RSW
FSSW

200
200

230
220

—
300

350
350

Al 7075T6
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In an FSSW spot weld of a DP600 sheet, the BM case is similar to the RSW case, with
martensite islands in a ferrite matrix and a hardness up to 200 Hv. The intercritical region of the
HAZ shown is significantly wider than the RSW case, due to longer weld times. The hardness in
this region is about 220 Hv. Beyond the HAZ and towards the keyhole, in the TMAZ region, the
microstructure is comprised of a mixture of lath martensite and fine acicular ferrite. Hardness in
the TMAZ is about 300 Hv. Immediately adjacent to the keyhole periphery, the stir zone
microstructure is comprised of very fine-grained martensite with a hardness of 350 Hv.
The key feature of a FSSW joint is the width of the bonded area on each side of the exit
hole. The bonded area is the annular surface between the two sheets, which disappears into the
recrystallized and transformed stir zone on each side of the exit hole. The bonding region
between the sheets is very narrow because of the presence of the pin hole; therefore, it is
necessary in FSSW to optimize the bonding region between the two plates in order to obtain the
highest strength of the weld. The strength of the weld can be increased not only by creating a
larger bonding region but also by producing a certain microstructure in the bonding region. The
adjustment of the microstructure in the weld is obtained by a range of weld parameters.
Compared to FSSW, the typical surface appearance (larger bonding area) of RSW is
considered more acceptable for automotive applications. Peak failure loads of 15 kN and 11 kN
have been observed for RSW and FSSW welds, respectively. The increased size of the bonded
area seems to provide higher failure load in RSW. FSSW will need to be adapted as the better
joining process according to the technical requirements. The connection technology in the
direction of cold joining techniques must be developed further.
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2.6

Review of RSW Modeling Studies
Auto industry solutions are based on resistance spot-welded steel bodies. The base metal

always represents the steel, because it combines the best balance of strength, formability, and
cost. A literature survey on the behavior and modeling of the RSW connection shows a number
of relevant articles.
Numerical simulation of spot welding has been carried out by several researchers
[33,39,40,41]. A study of a spot weld for numerical analysis of automotive applications under
crash loading conditions using a validation model for a three-point bend test was carried out by
Sebastian et al. [51]. Hardness in the heat-affected zone and stresses have also been studied [33,
34, 42,43], indicating that AHSS exhibits a sharp hardness change that adds to brittleness and
notch sensitivity.
Lee et al. [44] and Chao [45] studied the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of resistance
spot welds in mild steel subjected to combined loading tension and shear loads. An interesting
setup and design of experiments (DOE) procedure to statically evaluate the interactive response
behavior of spot welds are presented in their papers. Detailed solid element simulations of local
spot weld deformation under various loads provide the rationale for the experimental
observations and model simplifications discussed in a paper by Deng et al. [46].
Schweizerhof et al. [47] discussed mesh sensitivity in spot weld modeling. Solid element
discretization of the weld that is incongruent with sheet discretization can restrict bending in
sheets and lead to mesh dependency. One remedy is to refine the shell meshes to be compatible
with the solids representing the spot weld. Failure model parameters are derived from finite
element model (FEM) test simulations [48] since measuring local properties in spot welds is
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difficult. Various papers [49,50] have compared load displacement responses of spot weld
connections in steel sheets.
Due to the widespread use of different materials used in welding, great potential exists
for the study of material characterization to model spot weld connections including their failure.
The objective in this dissertation study is to validate a numerical model of a spot weld
connection with the FE code LS-DYNA for crash analysis with solid as well as shell elements.
2.7

Literature Review Summary
Studies on the material flow pattern during FSW are very limited, especially for

numerical modeling. In addition, the existing fluid- and solid-mechanics-based models have
some deficiencies. SPH formulations are chosen to simulate the FSW process, which involves
large deformation of the workpiece material. Also, it is shown that thermal history and the
evolution of stress in the friction-stirred weld need to be studied for better analysis. In Chapter 3,
algorithms have been implemented into the general-purpose code LS-DYNA. Previous studies
by different researchers showing that a smaller bonding area for FSSW is considered to have
lower strength and failure load necessitated a detailed study of weld joint strength.
Damage, crashworthiness, and behavior of dynamic loading of a spot-welded structure
have been the topics of research recently. Crashworthiness is one of the developing fields [51,
52] in which the spot weld plays a relevant role, and the spot weld FE model should capture the
comprehensive spot weld behavior. Innovation required by the automotive industry leads to
constant enhancement of product performance, reduced time-to-market, cost, and weight. Due to
the application of wide steel structures in a vehicle body, steel material needs to be evaluated for
the joining process. Application of FSW is limited by the choice of steel materials. This gives
valuable insights into the RSW as a joining process. Proper spot weld characterization has a clear
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impact on the above-mentioned needs, and car makers invest in efforts to increase efficiency of
the development process. Furthermore, the continuous use of new steel grades increases the
complexity of this topic.
This chapter presents an in-depth spot weld study and provides necessary information for
determining the weld material characterization for enhanced crashworthy structures.
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CHAPTER 3
OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
3.1

General Remarks
To obtain reliable assessments of weld strength and stiffness properties, the methods used

in determining weld properties must be examined. Many different test methods for evaluating the
properties of welds have been explored in the past. However, different test setups may contain
inherent test bias. Though test bias is assumed to be small, limited research has been conducted
to verify this assumption, which has necessitated extensive simulations for better confidence in
results. Full-scale dynamic testing of vehicles is a very expensive and time-consuming process.
One reliable solution to reduce certification cost is to produce better designs by predicting the
dynamic behavior of an auto body structure using computer modeling techniques.
One main goal of this investigation is to understand the performance of the spot weld for
crash analysis. Spot welds play an important role in keeping the automotive components joined
together. In the case of studying the crash behavior of an entire vehicle, when using finite
element analysis, important details about the spot weld behavior must be provided so that the
final simulation results match the experimental values. Failure of a spot weld occurs as the result
of different kinds of load acting on it. Failure can be either due to shear load, twisting load, or
bending load. However, most methodology uses a simple node-to-node rigid connection to
represent spot welds as rigid connections in the model.
3.2

Research Objectives
This study is intended to contribute to the knowledge and application of spot weld

modeling in crashworthiness problems. The primary objective of this research is to characterize
resistance spot welding for steel material and develop an equivalent, simplified weld model using
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material characterization. After developing a simplified weld model, the structural behavior of
component-like specimens are analyzed to characterize the dynamic crush behavior of each
material.
An equivalent model for predicting the failure force is developed. A failure function is
defined for a solid weld element and for shell elements on the basis of strain comparisons. The
local strength evaluation of the weld is studied by measuring forces from the coupon test
compared with the model. The force is correctly estimated using a detailed elasto-plastic material
model. A visual basic (VB) macro for applications is developed in Excel for finding material
constants of failure material models. Determining material parameters and validating simulation
models is essential to the reliability of this methodology. Finally, I-sight optimization is carried
out using a bumper system mass reduction.
In align with the RSW modeling, a secondary objective of this study is to investigate
FSSW welding for material flow using the SPH formulation. The most challenging issue in
modeling FSW or its variant FSSW is the problem of the finite element mesh motion as the
workpiece material flows around the welding tool. In this study, friction stir welding is studied
for material flow and temperature evolution using FE simulations. It is hoped that the new
model, which is developed based on SPH formulation, will be able to predict better estimates of
material flow. Application of FSSW to aerospace structural parts is not new but the application
to automotive parts, such as the front/rear cradle, suspension mounting, and hood parts, is unique
and promising for future use.
3.3

Methods of Investigation
Figure 3.1 illustrates the outline of the general methodology for this dissertation.
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Figure 3.1. Representation of CAE programs and methodological approach
Details of the methodology followed in this dissertation in order to reach the eventual
goals of the study are as follows: First, FSSW is investigated, and SPH as well as the ALE meshrefinement approach [19,20] are studied to obtain the exact weld region study from FEA results.
Finite element studies in the literature show that the FSW is mainly a process of shear
deformation; however, with the proposed model, it should be noted that a single mode of
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deformation cannot be applied to explain the entire FSSW process. The exact nature of material
flow in the weld zone has been shown with SPH FE simulations in this work. Different
methodologies for FSSW analysis are examined. These methodologies include the “SPH
Formulation” and “Thermal Modeling of FSW” (Chapter 4). Comparison of RSW and FSSW are
reviewed from two perspectives: microstructure hardness [33] and tensile strength of the weld
for steel material configuration [34].
Building on previous work in phase 1, and to specifically address strength of weld in
crash impact, the weld have been assessed in terms of lap shear test and peel test. Different spot
weld representations are identified in different FE systems, such as LS-DYNA, ABAQUS, and
PAMCRASH. Most of which are constrained connection based on nodes of 1-D element. Finite
element models of spot-welded joints are developed using LS-DYNA. Failure parameters of the
weld zone are determined. Virtual tensile testing simulation is carried out with mesh sensitivity
in the necking zone to capture the steep gradients in pressure, stress triaxiality, etc. Once the
stress-strain curve is generated in the simulations, the damage evolution needs to be calculated
and the effective strain rate increment established. Failure models are generated by using the
symbolic math package MAPLE. Subroutines can be developed for damage failure, calculating
equivalent plastic strain iteratively to implement this approach for a large number of simulations.
The damage curve is calibrated with the help of various coupon tests and also checked using the
damage relation employing MAPLE. A systematic study of the bearing load for different cases is
represented. Regression analysis can be employed for estimating loads and developing an
empirical model.
Based on detailed model behavior, a simple spot weld model is developed. It is
unrealistic to include all subzone details in the FE model of the spot weld joints for full vehicle
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crash simulations, which necessitates a simple solid spot weld model. Modeling of the real
contact condition and improved shell formulations are also studied for good correlation with the
test data.
To check if the equivalent model yields better force estimates, an approach for the
computational prediction of the structural behavior of component-like specimens is carried out to
characterize the dynamic crush behavior of each material developed. The crash analysis is
performed using non-linear FE software LS-DYNA on a full vehicle to study the effectiveness of
the simplified spot weld model. The case studies represents the different industrial applications
of impact dynamics analysis and evaluation of spot weld failure modes in different impact
scenarios. After validating the spot weld model, mass optimization of the frontal vehicle
structure is carried out using I-sight.
The final step in this research is to make general conclusions on the utilized methodology
for impact analysis in vehicle structures and summarize the results for any general impact
scenario. Specific conclusions shall be provided for FE simulation of component-like specimens
to validate the weld model.
From this investigation, it seems that a simple global failure model with two parameters
might be sufficient for tension-shear weld failure conditions. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, a detailed
discussion about weld characterization for the coupon specimen and component-level study is
provided. Thus, weld elements need to be examined in some detail for appropriateness,
functional intent, and strength. It is hoped and believed that the results of this present study will
be very useful in the design and construction of automotive structures.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF FSSW
4.1

Introduction
Joining solutions used in the automotive industry are based on resistance spot welding of

steel bodies. Parallel to the development of steel materials, new lightweight materials, including
aluminum alloys, are being developed. One advantage of aluminum over steel is its lower
weight. To fully exploit this potential weight reduction, FSW and its variant FSSW are studied
here.
Friction stir welding is considered a controlled path extrusion rather than a joining
process. A potential problem in applying this joining process in an automotive body structure is
cracking when it is subjected to large deformation during an impact. The capability of predicting
deformation and failure is crucial to automotive body design, as explained in the literature [9–
12]. As part of an attempt to achieve the previously mentioned objectives of this dissertation
study, the friction stir process is evaluated to study material flow and heat evolution in order to
consider its potential as a substitute for RSW. In the first phase of this work, two approaches for
modeling of FSW are studied. The earlier approach studies flow around the friction stir spot weld
tool; the later approach studies heat generated during this process.
4.2

SPH Formulation
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a meshless method for solving physical problems

governed by partial differential equations. It is traditionally used for fluid mechanics but is also
very useful for solid mechanics where there is fracturing, shattering, possible phase change, etc.
SPH methods date from 1977, with its extension to solids being occurring more recently. From a
technique used mainly by astrophysicists, SPH has grown into a widely recognized method with
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many practical applications. An essential step in achieving this usability is the correct treatment
of boundary conditions.
The SPH method formulation is used to solve the equations of mechanics when particles
are freed from a meshing grid. It is especially adapted to simulate phenomena with a very
substantial deformation, that is, a range of applications where the finite element method, with
Lagrangian and ALE formulation, loses its efficiency and accuracy. Tartakovsky et al. [20]
simulated FSW using the SPH technique and were successful in studying the effects of process
parameters on the temperature field and the associated mixing mechanisms using COMSOL
software. This model generated problems regarding contact and no temperature results. It took a
considerable amount of time to make contact between the SPH and Lagrangian mesh. This
problem is cited in many papers discussing the coupling of SPH and FE Lagrange mesh. Unlike
FE methods, the SPH method discretizes the deformable object with particles rather than
connected meshes.
4.2.1 Numerical SPH Method
The SPH formulation can be divided in two key steps: the integral representation (kernel
approximation) of field functions and the particle approximation. The concept of integral
approximation is to approximate f (x) by the particle approximation of a function as [54]
(4.1)
where h is the smoothing length. This approximation, in discrete notation, leads to

(4.2)
where i and j are particles; mj and ρj are the mass and density, respectively; and Wij = W(xi –xj, h)
is the kernel or weight function.
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A kernel-based spline function developed by Monaghan and Lattanzio [53] is used in
most simulations:

(4.3)
where q = x/h, x is the distance between particles i and j, and h is the smoothing length in SPH.
This smoothing length, which is often called the influence domain or smoothing domain,
controls the size of the area around particle i.
The kernel function W is defined using the function  by the following relation (both
equation continuity and momentum are normalized by weighting with an approximation, i.e.,
kernel function W):

(4.4a)

(4.4b)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity; Pi and ρi are the pressure and density, respectively,
corresponding to particle i , and Πij is the viscosity term.
Because simulations thus far utilize a continuum approach to model each fluid, sand, and
solid medium using an arbitrary Lagrangian and Eulerian approach, a discrete approach such as
SPH, which relies on the equations of state to represent the material behavior, is being
investigated as a viable alternative:
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(4.5)
where

= 7; B = C02ρo/γ ; ρ = 1,000 kgm−3, which is equal to the reference density; and C0 =

16.3m/s, which is the speed of sound at the reference density.
In an explicit transient dynamic simulation, the momentum equation is solved using a
central difference time integrator:
(4.6)
where ρ is the material density, ν is the material velocity, and σ is the Cauchy stress. Using the
above gradient methods for evaluating the strain rate from the velocity field, and using
appropriate constitutive equations, stress increments can be calculated. Finally, the divergence of
the stress field is evaluated, and each node occupying a volume V with mass ρV is accelerated
accordingly. In this manner, the motion of the nodes is driven by the mechanics being simulated.
Relevant field quantities are reevaluated at each time step and at each half time step, as required
by the central difference time integrator.
Figure 4.1 illustrates an integration cycle in terms of the SPH computation process [54].
In the SPH analysis, the interpolation depends on interactions of particle with its neighbors.
Therefore, a neighboring search technique is developed [54] using the bucket sort algorithm. The
domain covered by the particles is split into several boxes of a given size. First, the algorithm
searches for neighbors for each particle inside the main box and the neighbor boxes contained in
the domain of influence of the particle. A scheme of this neighbor search is shown in Figure 4.1.
It is better to have a variable smoothing length to avoid problems related with expansion and
compression of material. The concept of a variable smoothing length was developed by Benz
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[55] to keep enough particles in the neighborhood to validate the approximation of continuum
variables. The smoothing is allowed to vary in time and space.

Figure 4.1. SPH computation process [54]
4.2.2

SPH FSSW Model Setup
An initial attempt to develop a fully coupled thermo-mechanical model for the plunge

phase of the modified refill FSSW is done here. Similar to FSW, this spot welding process also
consists of light materials such as aluminum on an industrial scale, except the tool does not
follows a linear motion alongside the workpiece.
Advantages of the friction stir spot welding include the following:


High process-safety due to only a few process parameters.



Ability of welding head to be mounted on different systems.



Reduction of welding time (less than 5 seconds).



Environmentally and workspace friendly.
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The SPH spot welding model is prepared for analysis in the FEM code LS-DYNA [56].
The goal is to obtain a model with a calculation time as short as possible and which is able to
predict material flow. Several assumptions are made in order to reduce the model size and the
computation time, allowing the development of a useful method.
Aluminum alloys are used for increased mechanical strength instead of pure aluminum.
Thus, the material studied for the SPH model and thermal model is an aluminum 6061-T6 alloy,
the typical mechanical properties of which are as follows: ultimate tensile strength of 45 ksi,
yield of 40 ksi, and elongation of % in 2”. The aluminum 6061-T6 workpiece material is
modeled as elastic-hardening plastic. Like the finite element method, the SPH method will admit
any reasonable material constitutive model.
4.2.3

Material Formulation
These analyses use the material model *015 MAT_JOHNSON_COOK

viscoplastic constitutive J2 plasticity. In the LS-DYNA keyword manual [56], this is referred to
as the elastic-plastic with kinematic hardening material model with strain rate effects. JohnsonCook expresses the flow stress as:

  A  B n  1  C ln  T  

m

Here, is

(4.7)

 the effective Cauchy stress, ε is the equivalent plastic strain (a dimensionless

quantity),  is the equivalent plastic strain rate (effective strain rate divided by 0 s-1, so that it is
also dimensionless),   0 is the normalized equivalent plastic strain rate typically normalized to
a strain rate of 1.0 s-1and T* is the homologous temperature, which is another dimensionless
quantity defined by
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T* 

T  T0
TM  T0

(4.8)

where T0 = 20C is room temperature, and TM is the melt temperature of the material. Here,
stress-strain curves are modeled using coefficients A, B, and n, as defined in equation (4.7). The
strain rate dependence is included through the coefficient C in the model. The Johnson-Cook
material model requires an equation of state for determining hydrostatic stresses. At high
pressures, attempts have been made to make the yield dependent on pressure. An equation of
state [57,58] can be considered a constitutive law for relating pressure P or hydrostatic stresses
and hydrostatic strains or specific volume V. For this, *EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL is used,
setting C1 in the Ls-Dyna card to the bulk modulus and all other C terms to zero.
The parameters for material Al 6061-T6 used in these analyses are adapted from the work
of Johnson and Cook [57]:
A = 325 MPa, B = 411 MPa, n = 0.373, C = 0.014, m = 1.58.
The cutting tool is rigid (no deformation) steel, and the material model *MAT _020_RIGID is
used. In these analyses, a consistent set of units is used, namely, cm, g, and μs, in order to reduce
the numerical error in each time step [60].
A model of the three-dimensional workpiece and FSSW tool is shown in Figure 4.2.
Dimensions of the workpiece are kept small—approximately 30 mm x 20 mm x 4 mm in this
preliminary model. This model is a rectangular sheet [8]. Figure 4.3 shows the tool geometry
used in this work. It is a threaded tool with a chamfer bottom instead of a flat bottom. Threads of
the FSW tool pin are left-hand screw threaded, such that the tool rotation is anticlockwise. The
threaded tool in the analysis is modeled with solid tetrahedral elements and has a diameter of 5
mm, shoulder diameter of 28 mm, and height of 4 mm. The tool has a given angular velocity of
1,000 rpm and plunge velocity of 2 mm/sec. The plunge velocity can be increased ten times
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higher than the real velocity to reduce computation time from 20 hours to 1 hour 50 minutes.
However, the final calculation should always be carried out without process time scaling. In this
simulation, real velocity is used since the workpiece material model is rate dependent, and the
change in velocities will have a significant effect on the simulation results [57].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. (a) SPH model geometry of FSSW, (b) Isometric view of model

Figure 4.3. Tool geometry [60]
The pin and shoulder of the tool are rigidly constrained together and modeled as rigid
cylinders since they are made of heat-treated steel, which is much stiffer than the workpiece
material of the alloy Al 6061-T6. The contact interface between the workpiece and the tool has a
frictional coefficient of 0.5. The SPH method predicts the force output proportional to the
frictional coefficient. Heat transfer using the SPH method is applied here, according to the work
of Xu [61]. The thermal boundary condition for the SPH particles imparted through the keyword
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*BOUNDARY_TEMPERATURE_OPTION and BONDARY_FLUX_ boundary condition is
applied to the surface segments of the SPH particles. Also, the thermal material identification
(TMID) in the *PART card, defined in the *MAT_THERMAL keyword, must be specified for
the thermal option of SPH.
4.2.4

Contact Definitions
The contact along the interface between the workpiece and welding tool (i.e., pin and

shoulder) is assumed to be a frictional contact with a frictional coefficient of 0.47 [58]. To model
the transfer load between the tool and the target work, a CONTACT-AUTOMATIC-NODESTO-SURFACE card (Figure 4.4) is used. Here, each slave node is checked for penetration
through a master segment. In the tied contact types, the slave nodes are constrained to move with
the master surface, i.e., the tied contact surfaces “glue” the slaves to the masters. The slave and
master segments initially should be coplanar. This is a constraint-based contact in which the
forces are computed to keep the slave nodes on the master surface.

Figure 4.4. Contact automatic nodes to surface and contact tied surface to surface [58]
4.2.5

Accuracy of FE Analysis

Kinetic Energy/Internal Energy Ratio
In explicit analysis, if the time step size of an element is small, then the cost of the
analysis will be more. To overcome this, a nonphysical mass is added to the elements to achieve
a larger time step, which in turn will reduce the cost of the analysis. The structural time step can
be increased by scaling the density of the elements by a scale factor. In a coupled thermal
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analysis, in addition to the structural time step, the thermal time step should also be increased to
achieve numerical stability. This can be achieved by scaling the specific heat capacity by a scale
factor. The increase in the mass of the elements in a dynamic analysis also increases the
acceleration and will result in over-prediction of the forces. If the kinetic energy is very small
relative to the peak internal energy (IE), then the addition of mass will not affect the results.
Two simulations are run: one having no mass scaling and the other having a mass scaling
factor of 100. Figure 4.5 shows the ratio of the KE to the peak IE for both simulations. The ratio
is only 0.1 percent for the analysis with no mass scaling and 25 percent for the analysis with
mass scaling. The ratio should be less than 10 percent for an acceptable solution [62]. Thus, mass
scaling will not lead to an accurate solution.

Figure 4.5. KE/IE ratio of analysis
Temperature and Flow Pattern Study
Heat generation is dominated by tool rotation. Two SPH particles are located around the
tool 2.5 mm from the center [63]. See Figure 4.6 for details. In the beginning, both particles have
the same temperature. Particle P2 is displaced less than particle P1, thus showing a lower
temperature. The temperature contour (Figure 4.7) is comparable to experimental data obtained
from the work of Gerlich et al. [64], in which temperature is measured at the tool tip during the
plunge into the Al6111 material.
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Figure 4.6. Temperature history for particles P1 and P2

Figure 4.7. Temperature contour
The flow pattern can be studied by observing the movement of nodes. The SPH particles
show a combination rotational and downward motion due to plunging. Bottom views of
workpiece and FSW tool are shown in Figure 4.8. The start of the simulation is shown in Figure
4.8(a). The tool wall moving the SPH elements as a trajectory are shown in Figure 4.8(b) at the
end of the simulation. Elements initially located in the path of the tool are separated by nearly
equal distances. For better visualization of material flow, a much higher resolution is needed to
view the SPH spacing; however, this will greatly increase the computational cost. SPH node
spacing of 0.1 mm (fine) and 0.05 mm (very fine) is tried for this analysis. Convergence of the
SPH calculation is investigated by examination of the convergence of reaction force on the tool.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8. Bottom views of workpiece and FSW tool: (a) start of simulation,
(b) end of simulation
Figure 4.9 shows a vertical force of 4.3 kN on the tool. The forces calculated from the
SPH simulation match approximately to the 5.5 kN experimental data obtained from the
literature, although Gerlich et al. [64] used a different material for that study.

Vertical Force (N)
5000.0

3996.7

[VALUE]

4334.6

fine

very fine

4000.0

3000.0
2000.0
1000.0
0.0
coarse

Figure 4.9. SPH mesh sensitivity analysis
4.2.7

Other Numerical Results
As it can be seen in the following simulation results, shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the

plastic strain reaches a value of 2.38 to 4 maximum and is generated close to the tool periphery,
since the material is subjected to intense deformations due to the rotational motion. This
coincides with the maximum temperature found at the same zone. The stress fields are in good
agreement with observations in the literature [8].
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Figure 4.10. Plots of von Mises stress contour near tool

Figure 4.11. Effective plastic strain field around tool
To conclude, an image of the 3D simulation of a stir zone is presented in Figure 4.12,
demonstrating a reasonable degree of conformity of the simulated material flow with
experimental observations for different aluminum alloy material configurations [11].

Figure 4.12. Stir zone qualitative comparison [11]
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4.3

Conclusion
The SPH method using LS-DYNA is able to capture the main processes involved in the

stir zone. Shekhar et al. [8] showed material flow without a thermal effect. The SPH code, as
implemented in LS-DYNA, is an updated one, which now allows implementation of the thermal
conduction in SPH; however, the contact between the work and tool edge is difficult to examine.
Although the above analysis is configured for Al6061-T6 material, the present model is
able to work properly for other material. The SPH method predicts frictional behavior rather well
and considerably better than the finite element method. However, further studies must be carried
out to determine a friction coefficient. The lack of consistency of SPH is in regions where the
kernel loses some of its support (i.e., near surfaces). Some modification to the standard SPH
method is required to remedy this deficiency. A comparison to the experimental results shows
that the SPH model in LS-DYNA performs very well, as long as the tool sinks/plunges down.
For the longitudinal movement of the tool, the material does not flow in a laminar fashion. This
complex flow could not readily be explained, and detailed information where the same evolution
has been encountered was not found in the literature. A test case is suggested for further study.
4.4

Thermal Modeling of FSW
The aim of this study is to develop and validate a thermal model of friction stir welding

of butt joints for experimental cases studied in the literature. Understanding heat generation and
temperature history during the FSW process is the first step toward understanding the
thermomechanical interaction taking place during the welding process. This initial modeling
approach focuses on an approximate estimation of heat generated during the FSW process.
Thermal material property identification is defined in the *MAT_THERMAL section.
Thermal properties must be specified for all solid, shell, and thick-shell parts, if a thermal or
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coupled thermal structural analysis is being performed. To calculate the transient temperature
fields developed in the workpiece, the thermal model is proposed. The transient temperature field
, which is a function of time , and with spatial coordinates ( ,y,z) is
(4.9)
where

is the internal heat source rate,

coefficient of thermal conductivity, and

is the mass-specific heat capacity,

is the

is the density of the materials [65]. The heat transfer

model developed based on number of assumptions: the workpiece material is isotropic and
homogeneous, and the thermal boundary conditions are symmetrical across the weld centerline.
Following section describes methodology in developing FE thermal model.
4.4.1

Geometry of Model
In the numerical model, only half of the welded plate is modeled, because the weld line is

a symmetric line. This symmetric condition is used to reduce the simulation time. The model has
sheet dimensions of 305 mm  50 mm  3 mm of Al6061-T6 alloy material (Figure 4.13). The
tool shoulder diameter is 25 mm, and the tool pin diameter is 10 mm. Khandkar et al. [66] used
thermocouples embedded at different locations in the plate to measure temperature.

Figure 4.13 Geometric model of plate to be welded.
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In the present thermal analysis, the workpiece is meshed using Lagrangian eight-node
constant stress solid elements (*ELEMENT_SOLID: ELFORM 1). The temperature is defined
by a single degree of freedom at each node and by the orthotropic material properties. Heat
fluxes or convections (but not both) can be input as surface loads at the element. The mesh is
comprised of a total number of 12,000 elements.
4.4.2

Material Properties
An elasto-plastic material is used to join the plates. Temperature-dependent properties

(Tables 4.1 and 4.2) are included using TMID defined in the*MAT_THERMAL keyword in LSDYNA.
Table 4.1. Material properties of sheets

Material
No.

Material

Material
Model

#1

Workpiece
(Al6061-T6)

#2

Pin and
Shoulder (Steel)

ELASTIC
PLASTIC
THERMAL
*MAT
RIGID

Mechanical Properties of Material
Young’s
Mass Density
Poisson Yield Stress
Modulus E
(kg/mm^3)
Ratio
(Mpa)
(Mpa)
2,700

70

0.23

270

7,800

207

0.28

-

Table 4.2. Thermal properties of sheets [66,67]
Temperature
(ºC)
Specific Heat
(J/Kg ºC)
Thermal
Conductivity
(W/moC)

–17.8

37.8

148.9

204.4

260

371.1

426.7

582

904

945

1004

1028

1052

1104

1133

1230

162

162

184

192

201

217

223

253
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4.4.3

Loading and Boundary Conditions
The bottoms of the workpieces are fixed along the z-direction because they are supported

by a rigid backing plate during FSW. Heat is mainly caused by the surfaces of the tool making
contact with the workpiece. The moving heat source, as shown in the boundary conditions in
Figure 4.14, is represented by heat that is generated by tool rotation, and the linear traverse of the
shoulder and pin is correlated to the torque data obtained from experimental data [65].

Figure 4.14. Representation of boundary conditions [66]
4.4.4

Heat Flux Input
The heat generated by friction between the workpiece and tool shoulder is the only source

of heat generation [23,24, 65]. The total heat input Q in watts for this model is calculated through
equation of Frigaard et al. [25] and is applied as a moving heat flux through the LS-DYNA code
that uses the Goldak et al. [28] moving heat source model. The rate of heat generation Q at the
interface between the shoulder and top of the workpiece surface is a function of the frictional
coefficient μ(T), rotational velocity N (rotations per second), and radius of shoulder R:
(4.10)
Dimensions for the tool are obtained from the work of Khandkar et al. [65] for correlation
to the published research data. Tool rpm is 390 rpm, while the applied downward force on the
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tool is taken to be 22.4 kN and the tool travel rate is 140 mm/min. A frictional coefficient of 0.4
is found to give comparable results.
Various LS-DYNA thermal keywords for thermal weld properties, initial process
temperature, and convection coefficients to element segments are defined using the keyword
reference manual. A convective coefficient of 300 W/m2°C at the bottom surface of the sheet is
assumed for the butt weld to account for the conduction between the sheets and the backup plate.
In addition, a convection coefficient of 15 W/m2°C is applied at all the surfaces except the
bottom surface.
4.4.5

Contact Definitions
The contact condition within an FEA helps to model process forces during welding. In

this model, the concept of thermal contact conductance (TCC) from the works of Xu and Khan
[68] and Khandkar et al. [66] is employed. As discussed in the literature review, they developed
this concept because the contact resistance between the faying surfaces dictates the overall
thermal history, and this value is directly proportional to the pressure applied on the tool:
TCC = HTCo * p

(4.11)

where HTCo is the basic thermal contact conductance, in this case 2 × 106 W/m°C, calculated for
this study using an equation developed by Madhusudana [69]; and p is the dimensionless
pressure distribution factor. The thermal contact conductance used between the sheets varies
from 2 × 106 W/m°C for the region immediately outside tool shoulder area by a factor of 10.
4.5

Validation of Thermomechanical Model of FSW
For validating the thermomechanical model developed using LS-DYNA, it is essential to

correlate the developed model with the published results. To correlate the model to existing
numerical data, fitted values of Q, TCC, and convection coefficient h are used in this study. For
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this purpose, the developed thermomechanical model is verified with numerical results obtained
by Khandkar [65,66] measured temperature by using thermocouples embedded at 25 locations on
the top and bottom surfaces along the transverse section of the workpiece. The graph in Figure
4.15 shows a comparison of instantaneous experimental and simulation results for the top surface
of the workpiece. The workpiece temperature is measured and calculated along the traverse
direction of the weld line at t = 88 s.

(a)

(b) Full Model

(c) Half Model

Figure 4.15. (a) Comparison of simulated and experimental results along traverse direction of
Al6061-T6 at t = 88 s, (b) full model view, (c) half model view
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The peak temperature on the top surface at a distance of 190 mm from the end of the
sheet of 430°C and at the edge of the sheet of 75°C matched the modeled temperature at that
location. A similar trend for bottom and mid surface temperature profiles is observed.
4.6

Conclusion
The temperature study of the welded 6061-T6 material is comparable to the published

data [67]. A more extensive DOE is required to decide pin features, rpm and feed of tool, and
strength of weld. Use of a thermal study in FSW is a viable method to reduce warping and
improve weld-strength properties. Residual stresses resulting from the welding processes should
be investigated, which is beyond the scope of this research work. Residual stresses are elastic
stresses that remain in the welded part when the clamping load is removed. They are also known
as trapped stresses since the welding process does not permit a total release of all elastic stresses.
A methodology can be developed to examine these stresses in detail as a separate future study.
4.7

Initial Evaluation of FSSW of High-Strength Steels
As discussed previously, aluminum alloys can be successfully joined with friction stir

spot welding. However, the produced welds should meet the specifications for automotive spot
welds. Steel combines the best balance of strength, formability and cost. Moving forward, the
feasibility of joining steel (instead of aluminum alloy) using FSSW is considered. The reason for
this is that more than 90 percent of the global products are made of steel—which makes the
FSSW an interesting technology for the future of the industry and a substitution for traditional
fusion melting processes.
Simulations investigating RSW and FSSW of DP600 by Khan et al. [38] have been
conducted in the past. Few researchers [70, 71] have shown that TRIP steel can be successfully
joined with FSSW. Feng et al. [71] has shown a peak load of DP600 5.8 kN for FSSW for the
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same weld time in RSW. In this study, the given material for study is high-strength steel (368
MPa auto steel). Using this material, FSSW and RSW are compared.
4.7.1

Lap Shear Tensile Test of FSSW vs RSW
Lap shear tensile tests are applied to determine the shear tension strength of the welds.

The geometry of the tensile specimen used in this study is shown in Figure 4.16. Since plastic
deformation in the steel is strain rate sensitive, the strain rate-dependent material model uses
FSSW to join high-strength steel(368 Mpa auto steel). Analyzing the micrographs of hardness, it
is possible to observe the formation of regions with diverse grain sizes and orientations. A
detailed description of various zones characteristics can be found in the work of Khan et al. [38].
Based on the hardness profile, a different property is assigned to the TMAZ and HAZ. The stir
zone would exhibit a similar microstructure, hardness, and thus yield stress of the base metal.
[23]. Due to a higher hardness observed in the TMAZ, the yield stress increase of 1.2 from the
base metal is scaled. These values are based on the theoretical relations of hardness observed in
each joint region for a comparable grade of steel [33,38, 71]. From a comparison with theoretical
relations describing hardness and yield stress, it may be said that these relationships are purely
theoretical in nature, and the variation is different due to the complex microstructure evolution in
reality. FE models can produce realistic results with sufficient laboratory tests and virtual
prototypes. Figure 4.16 shows an FSSW lap joint as a competent FE model with knowledge of
the various zones in this joining process. The length of the tool pin is 1.8 mm, and the thickness
of the two sheets is 2.4 mm. The RSW modeling is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. This chapter
has only the results of RSW on a high-strength steel sheet to compare with FSSW of selected
high-strength steel with a 0.02 mm/sec loading rate.
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Figure 4.16. Illustration of FSSW joint configuration in present study [70]
Since the actual specimen is symmetric, as shown in Figure 4.17, only half of it is
modeled to save computation time.
Various Zones for FSSW

Figure 4.17. Illustration of various zones in FSSW
Specimen size is very important in order to minimize the total number of finite elements
necessary to represent it. Consequently, the required computational resources and cost associated
with the numerical simulation are reduced. Sheets are modeled using the elastic-plastic material
model with isotropic hardening. The type 2 solid hexagonal element using LS-DYNA with
reduced integration is adopted to avoid the volumetric lock. To understand the process behavior,
the mesh density should be greater in the failure region. Figure 4.18 shows the distribution of
plastic strain under a shear load. The two sheets start separating and attempt to shear the weld.

Figure 4.18. Plastic strain near weld showing more deformation
(higher strain indicating possible plug pull-out)
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The strength of the weld in steel sheets for the automotive industry must meet the
requirements specified by The American Welding Society [72], which is dependent on sheet
thickness and type of mechanical testing. The bonding region between the sheets is very narrow
because of the presence of the pin hole. Thus, FSSW joints that easily meet minimum strength
requirements may fail across this annular bonded area (Figure 4.19) if it is very small; in other
words, the joint may not fail by conventional nugget pullout compared with RSW.

Shear Tension Strength ( KN )

20

15

AWS Requirement

10

RSW Result

5

FSSW Result

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sheet Thickness (mm)
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Figure 4.19. Comparison of RSW and FSSW shear tension strength of high-strength steel
Figure 4.20 shows friction stir spot-welded panels. As can be seen, there is a clear
separation between the welded panels. Figure 4.21 shows a typical cross section of a friction stir
spot weld illustrating this as a hook shape. Thus, the failure mode is always tearing the joining
points, which is caused by an incomplete weld.

Figure 4.20. Friction stir spot-welded panels [71]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21. Sections of spot welds showing hook [38, 70]
An adjustment of the parameters (welding time, contact pressure/force, and speed of the
tool) and a modification of the tool geometry could provide a remedy to this and increase the
strength. FSSW needs the optimization of tool geometry in order to deliver the same strength as
RSW.
4.8

Conclusion
The main achievement of this first phase of research is the collection of results on

material flow, heat evolved, and experiences, obtained by FE analysis, in order to define a design
“rule of thumb” assessment with regard to the weld strength problem. The same steel material
grade is used for comparing the FSSW model with RSW for joint strength. The joining process
using resistance spot welding in shear tension achieves a strength of 8.43 kN value compared to
a 5.24 kN value for FSSW. Thus, numerical analysis on this finite element model shows that the
RSW strength is greater than FSSW strength.
Compared to FSSW, due to the presence of the pin hole, the typical surface appearance
for RSW is considered more acceptable for automotive applications. Another significant
drawback of FSSW is the duration of each weld cycle, which takes significantly longer time
compared to any of the fusion welding techniques.
FSSW is a potential candidate for replacing conventional joining techniques in the near
future, after the optimization of various weld parameters. On a sheet of AHSS (DP600), the weld
efficiency of both processes is similar [38].
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In the present study, the main focus is on investigating and understanding FSSW and its
joint strength, whereby lap shear tensile testing is applied for an evaluation of the weld strength.
If a detailed study of the mechanical properties of a weld is desired, then further mechanical
tests—e.g., cross-sectional shear test, uniaxial tensile tests, and Ericson deformation tests—must
be performed, in order to determine the strength, ductility, and fracture toughness.
Few researchers have proven that the initial testing of friction stir spot welds made with
ultra-high-strength steel (UHSS) indicates they are capable of exceeding minimum values
required of the American Welding Society [72]. However, reducing the cost of tooling appears to
be a significant challenge if FSSW is to compete directly with RSW. Thus, the resistance spot
welding process is an indispensable assembling process for steel automobile panels in the
automotive industry. The second phase of this work is focused on the development of a detailed
numerical simulation of the resistance spot welding model. Chapter 5 will address this
methodology in detail.
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CHAPTER 5
CONSTRUCTION OF SPOT WELD 3D MODEL WITH FE SYSTEM
5.1

Introduction
This chapter introduces the proper methodology for developing a detailed weld model to

study the structural response of a weld when an applied load range is beyond the yield strength.
Here, the deformation of a spot weld in an EHSS (368 Mpa class of automotive steel ) material
configuration is numerically investigated. The failure of a spot weld under impact loading
conditions is reported to be less, whereas quasi-static cases are found more for a similar grade of
steel. Most of this paper focuses on AHSS /DP600 material as a spot weld and is found to be
limited to a similar grade of steel material study. Several reference articles show that EHSS
materials have an application in spot welding. In this chapter, this high-strength steel is studied
under dynamic loading. One of the most important trends is the use of high-strength steels for
designing automotive bodies [73, 74]. This designation is currently rather vague because of the
different existing sub classifications for steel. One of the proposed classifications indicating yield
strength (YS) is presented below, although in this study, the designation “high-strength steel” is
generally adopted [75, 76].


Mild Steel: yield strength lower than 210 MPa.



High-Strength Steel (HSS): yield strength between 210 MPa and 350 MPa.



Extra-High-Strength Steel (EHSS): yield strength between 350 MPa and 550 MPa.



Ultra-High-Strength Steel (UHSS): yield strength higher than 550 Mpa.

Numerical analysis is performed using a commercial FE software package LS-DYNA, Altair
HyperMesh [77] and LS-PrePost are utilized for pre- and post-processing, respectively.
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5.2

Materials of Interest in This Study
As the second phase of this dissertation work, the spot weld ability of newly developed

steels is discussed. These steels are widely used in crash areas with high energy intake, e.g., front
rails, sills, crash boxes, etc. High-strength steels have been developed for the improvement of
weight reduction, crash-worthiness, and anti-corrosion properties of an auto body. All of the
specimens are made of extra-high-strength steel sheet metal that is 1.2 mm thick. This 368 MPa
automotive steel has a yield strength close to that of dual-phase steel (DP600) but a lower
ultimate tensile strength. The quasi-static material properties of EHSS, including yield strength,
ultimate tensile strength, total elongation (TE), and strain hardening exponent/index (n) are
indicated in Table 5.1. The two high-strength steel materials H340 and HSLA340LAD show a
mutually comparable strength at quasi-static loading.
Table 5.1. Material properties of steel under study
YS
(MPa)
368

Material

Steel

UTS
MPa)
445

TE
(%)
34

n
0.19

To generate testing data, tensile coupon simulation is carried out with mesh sensitivity
(30,636 nodes and 30,151 elements) in the necking zone (Figure 5.1). This high-mesh resolution
around the necking zone is required to capture stress triaxiality, steep gradients in pressure, etc.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.1. Geometry and mesh details of smooth flat tensile specimens
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Uniaxial tensile tests are made to evaluate the mechanical and plastic properties of the
materials. These tests are carried out at a crosshead speed of 0.04 mm/sec in a Dartec 80kN
tensile testing machine. During a tensile test simulation, different loadings are acting on the
specimen boundary. The left side of the meshed model is constrained with a forced boundary
condition that represents a constant velocity. Tensile tests are executed under displacement
control conditions on the specimen configurations in order to characterize the stress-strain curve.
The characteristic material values are validated by plotting a stress-strain curve using a
numerical simulation quasi-static and dynamic tension test as per the ASTM standard. In
simulation, the true strain is determined from 28,875 and 21,305 nodes relative to xdisplacements (l0 = 40 mm). Elongations and reaction forces at a mid-section are written out, and
curves for the reaction forces and the x-displacements are created using LS-PrePost. The forcedisplacement data is converted into engineering stress and engineering strain values. Engineering
stress-strain curves of this steel sheet are shown in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2. Results of tensile test simulation of engineering stress vs. engineering strain
The yield stress of the material is determined by the 0.2 percent offset method since the
stress-strain curve did not exhibit a precise point as a yield point. Then the data points from the
yield point to the ultimate strength point of the engineering stress, and the engineering strain
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curves are separated in order to be converted into true stress-strain curves. The true stress-strain
curves for the base metal are shown in Figure 5.3.
True Strain ln (1 e)

(5.1)

True Stress   T   engg (1e)

(5.2)

Figure 5.3. Comparison between engineering and true curves
The necking point, where the slope of the force versus the displacement curve is equal to 0, is set
using the choice of a maximum stress value and where the following relationships apply:

 true /  true   true and F /   0

(5.3)

At the necking point, very low pressure (positive hydrostatic pressure), a high level of plastic
strain, and also a high level of equivalent stress are visible at the center of the specimen. This
flow instability shows diffuse necking followed by localized necking. In this mode, the neck is a
narrow band inclined at an angle to the specimen axis, as shown in Figure 5.4. Fracture occurs
soon after. The given material shows 45º slant cracks at the center of the specimen with contour
lines of damage during the onset of the necking. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of local axial
strains immediately before crack initiation in the necking zone. Damage accumulates faster at the
two preferred directions, which are inclined to the loading direction. The final crack forms in one
of the two damage bands.
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Figure 5.4. Tensile test FE simulations of smooth flat tensile specimens

Figure 5.5. Inclined contours of damage at neck
Subsequently, the curve progression is extrapolated by inverse simulation of the smooth
tensile tests. The fitted curve is extrapolated up to the point of interest. The steel is assumed to
have isotropic strain hardening, and the strain rate effects on the yield strength of the steel are
added due to the high strain rate used in the tensile tests. This is appropriate for use in
crashworthiness design calculations that involve large strains. Material characteristics (elasticplastic material behavior) of the true stress-strain curves of the base material are taken from the
quasi-static tensile test. Then dynamic tensile tests are performed at various strain rates.
The specimen tests are simulated using the *MAT_24 model. Once it is confirmed that
the numerical stress-strain curve has good agreement with experimentation for different loadings
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and triaxialities, then the calibrated material model is used to simulate the behavior of spotwelded specimens. The parameters of the model are determined by fitting the numerical results
for the base metal subsequently to other zones. For accuracy, the input stress-strain curve is fed
to the material model in the FE analysis, and the output stress-strain curve after the analysis
should match to establish high confidence in the FE model (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6. Comparison between simulation and test curves
5.2.1 Adjustment of Flow Curves
Preliminary studies show that variations in the strength of steel affects the weld
connection quality massively. Although the steel sheets use the standard corresponding to that
reached, in practice the characteristics remain mostly behind the simulation. To optimize the
model with respect to this, the flow curves used for simulating must be adjusted to take into
account the strain rate effect.
To use the curve in the material card, it is necessary to use the plastic part of the true
stress-strain curve, while only Young’s modulus of the steel is needed to complete the material
card for the elastic part. To obtain the plastic stress-strain curve, a Voce hardening law fit [56] is
performed on the data points, starting at the point where the strain rate becomes constant. An
optimal piecewise linear fit (2 percent maximum error) is used to fit the stress-strain curve data
for *MAT_24 model. The strain rate is derived from the velocity gradient over distance. An
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imposed velocity of 5 ms-1 produces a strain rate in the specimen of approximately 1000 s-1,
depending on the gauge length: the smaller the gauge length, the higher the possible strain rate.
To predict the behavior of material during impact, responses at very high strain rates need
to be captured and included in the material model (Figure 5.7). Using an existing *MAT_24
model, this dynamic behavior is used to describe the stress flow as a strain and strain rate
function.

Yield curve

Figure 5.7. Adjusted flow curves taking into account strain rate effect
In material model number 24 (Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity), the data for the true
stress-strain curves is introduced using a load curve (LCSS) of effective stress versus effective
plastic strain in tabular form. If a Table ID is defined in MAT_24 as LCSS, then it is possible to
ignore all other parameters, such as strain rate parameters C and P, the curve (LCSR), EPS1EPS8, and ES1-ES8, in the material card. While using the Table ID, for simplicity, one has to
choose an appropriate number and combination of strain rates, since the LS-DYNA code
interpolates between the curves given. During simulation, if the strain rate falls below the
minimum value, then the curve for the lowest value of strain rate is used, and vice versa. LCSR
is used to show the strain rate scaling effect on yield stress. This option is not necessary (not
used here) for the viscoplastic formulation. The established mechanical characteristics are used
as input data for numerical simulation of the spot weld strength performance. Failure is not taken
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into account. Three quasi-static LCSSs are used as a single load curve ID for three zones of the
base metal, HAZ, FZ initially. Later on, three TABLE IDs are used as a set of curves (dynamic
speed to account for strain rate) for three zones of weld.
The units used in this system are as follows: mm, ms, Kg, kN, and GPa. The sheet metal
material using *MAT24 has the following characteristics:


Initial density = 7.8e-6 [Mg/mm3]



Young modulus = 210 [GPa]



Poisson ratio = 0.3



Yield stress = 0.368 [GPa]

5.2.2

Formulation of Strain-Rate Effects
Two different formulations for describing strain-rate dependency in the piecewise linear

plastic material, which is used in the weld modelling, are compared with respect to the responses
in LS-DYNA:


VP = 0: Rate effects are accounted for with the use of scaling by the Cowper and
Symonds model, which scales the yield stress with a strain rate dependent factor.



VP = 1: Viscous effects are accounted for by using an equation that depends on the
effective plastic strain rate.
The viscoplasticity material model is well-suited for materials subjected to large strains,

high strain rates, and high temperatures. Dynamic loading would be more relevant to predict the
failure in the context of a vehicle crash. The accurate prediction of failure under different loading
conditions is desirable. This corresponds to a plasticity with rate dependency. The inclusion of
strain rate in crash analysis reduces the dynamic crush.
5.2.3 Material Modeling RSW Steel
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There is a strength gradient from the base metal to the nugget within the HAZ due to the
welding process. Different compositions of components in the spot weld zone result in different
mechanical properties. This will predict plastic flow localization and failure in a steel spot weld.
From observations and direct measurements of a typical spot weld, the hardness and yield stress
of the HAZ decrease from the highest value in the nugget region to the smallest value in the base
metal, indicating a decrease in the material strength along the spot weld radius direction [34].
The material properties in the weld region are based on the hardness measurements. Yield
stresses in spot weld zones are estimated by the yield stress of the base material multiplied by the
ratio of the hardness values in the considered zone and hardness of the base material. The failure
strain is lowered to maintain the same strain energy as the base metal [78]. The above constitutes
a very simplistic model. Material stress-strain properties for different weld regions are scaled
values of the base material by the measured hardness ratio [78,79]. Thus, the HAZ and nugget
core have a scaled yield stress and strain to failure of the base metal.
5.3

Overview of Explicit and Implicit Finite Element Methods
In the field of solid mechanics, and specifically non-linear quasi-static problems, finite

element equation solution methods generally can be classed as either implicit or explicit and are
solved incrementally. In the implicit approach, a solution to the set of finite element equations
involves iteration until a convergence criterion is satisfied for each increment.
Implicit codes have been used mainly for static problems such as stress and thermal
analysis. In explicit analysis, time appears in the governing equations, permitting the analysis of
transient (dynamic) problems including transient thermal analysis, impact problems and in the
case of PAMCRASH [80] the crashworthiness of automotive structures, time increments in
explicit dynamics are two order of magnitude smaller than in implicit dynamics [81]. Figure 5.8
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shows a flow chart for iterations to check equilibrium and the equation of state to be solved over
and over again.

Figure 5.8. Implicit dynamics vs. explicit dynamics [82]
A simple example of a spring-mass system is used to explain the basis of the explicit
finite element method. The spring-mass system consists of a mass (m), a spring with stiffness
(k), and an external applied load (f(t)). The system has one degree of freedom, where x is the
displacement, x is the velocity, and x is the acceleration of the mass m, as shown in Figure 5.9

Figure 5.9. Spring-mass system
The dynamic equation of motion in the equilibrium state is given by
(5.4)
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The explicit method uses conventional finite elements to discretize the structure. The
problem is formulated as a dynamic one using the linearized equations of motion, from which a
solution in the time domain is obtained. The known quantities are the displacement at time tn, xn,
and velocity at time t n 1/ 2 , x n 1 / 2 . The dynamic equilibrium equation at time tn is expressed as
(5.5)
Because all other variables are known in equation (5.5), it is possible to find xn by using the
explicit forward Euler central difference time integration scheme to solve unknown quantities:
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
Explicit methods are conditionally stable and thus require a time step to be smaller than
some critical value ∆tcrit, while implicit methods may be unconditionally stable with a certain
choice of parameters. The variable ∆tcrit is related to the smallest time it takes for “wave
propagation” across any element or highest “frequency” in the finite element mesh [56]. The
critical time step is calculated according to the following formula:

(5.9)
where L is the element edge length, and the speed of sound in the material is
c=

E/ ρ

(5.10)

From equations (5.9) and (5.10), it can be seen that a stiff or low-density element
decreases the critical time step. The implicit method computes each element’s stiffness, which
depends on the element type and the material model, and then assembles the global structure
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stiffness matrix [K]. This matrix provides the relationship between nodal displacements {u} and
applied nodal forces {F} for the structure:
(5.11)
Nodal displacements are then used to compute element stresses and strains for small time
steps. Thus, at each time step, the FEA solver solves the system of equations to obtain
the displacements, and from these, the element shape functions, the deformation gradient, strains,
and strain invariants can be derived. Strain decomposition occurs with the constitutive
calculations. When a user material subroutine is used, the solver parse in the deformation
gradient and total strains, appropriate strain decomposition, and state variables to evaluate
equilibrium.
Problems involving contact and non-linear material behavior yield a non-linear stiffness
matrix [K]. In this case, a central processing unit (CPU)-intensive iterative solution is necessary
to determine the nodal displacements for a given loading. The implicit method is better for static
problems and is unconditionally stable, whereas the explicit method is superior for quasi-static
problems with a careful choice of loading.
Crash simulation is an explicit time-stepping method, which can be computationally
costly for complicated full-vehicle models. The LS-DYNA explicit solver is used to solve the FE
numerical simulations in this research work. Pre-processing and development of the model is
done in HyperMesh. The next step is the application of boundary conditions and numerous
constraints using LS-PrePost, the final model is solved with the help of the LS-DYNA explicit
solver, and lastly, the results are interpreted in the LS-PrePost.
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5.4

Details of Current Numerical Analysis

5.4.1 Simulation of Spot Weld Model (FE Model 1)
Lap shear, peel, and U-tension specimen are used to develop a reference model for
validation purposes. A detailed finite element model is built up according to the geometry of the
spot weld. A simulation elements is created to investigate more advanced macro-mechanical
material models. Solid elements are computationally inefficient compared with shell elements,
but they are highly accurate in producing results. To obtain the most suitable model, a number of
parameters can be changed or introduced, thus making it time-consuming and difficult to build a
finite element model.
Spot welds are modeled by using a dense solid mesh (see Figure 5.10), according to the
real heterogeneity of spot welds. Different meshes are tested to find an optimal mesh density. For
this simulation, the mesh shown in Figure 5.10 is chosen with enough elements to provide
adequate precision in the calculations. Mesh size for the solid elements is 0.15 mm, since a
coarser mesh may be incompatible in the model. This mesh size results in a good load
measurement response with an error below 5 percent. Detailed modeling of the weld zone
accounts for the local effect in the model; however, this may violate the time step. The smallest
element in the detailed weld model specimen controls the time step for the analysis. It is adjusted
to 4 x e-5 us. The FE model contains approximately 59,000 rectangular elements and 63,000
nodes with a higher density in the weld region. This leads to explicit time integration schemes to
very small time steps, so there is a high computation time for crash simulations. The transition
zone from fine mesh to coarse mesh is modeled by penta solid elements. The shape of the nugget
is assumed to be circular with a diameter of 5.6 mm, and the HAZ is about 1.3 mm where
hardness transitions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10. Weld zone mesh details
Due to the scope and high cost of experimentation, an alternative procedure consisting of
shears tension and peel simulations is used. Using simulation models, the load-bearing behavior
of a welding spot can be pre-calculated under any combination of cross tension and shear tension
load at any expansion rate. A combination cross-tension load, shear tension load, and peel test is
simulated using the two material models. The lap shear specimen is discretized with a half model
for sake of the geometric symmetry and to view more detail in the near-weld region. This will
reduce the number of elements and the CPU time. The HAZ is discretized into two layers based
on the measured hardness[34].
Figure 5.11 shows a schematic of the analysis model specimen types for dynamic speed
at 1.0 m/s. The specimen is elongated with a constant velocity of 1.0 m/s, while the failure of the
spot welds is not considered in the analysis. All displacements and rotations of the load node,
except for displacement in the pull direction, for all three models are suppressed.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. Geometry of model specimen (sheet thickness of 1.2 mm)
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(c)

5.4.2

Mass Scaling
Deformable hex or beam spot weld elements have a size on the order of plate thickness.

For a steel sheet with thickness of 1.2 mm, the stable time increment is about 0.2 microsecond.
This time increment is five times smaller than the current target time. So mass scaling of 40
percent is needed to increase the stable increment to 0.2 microsecond (2 e-4 ms).
5.4.3

Simulation of Spot Weld Using Failure (FE Model 2)
A safer car with an improved spot weld rupture definition will give realistic results to a

physical situation. Brittle fracture must be avoided at all cost, because it occurs without warning
and usually produces disastrous consequences. The damage model proposed in this study is
based on the concept of the stress-modified fracture strain model. [83, 84] It has been wellknown that (true) fracture strain  f for a simple fracture strongly depends on the stress triaxiality
(defined by the ratio of the mean normal stress and equivalent stress):

(5.12)

(5.13)
The corresponding equivalent strain is defined by

(5.14)
Expressions of  f differ slightly according to the three different zones [85,86]. The dependence
of  f on the stress triaxiality can be modeled using the exponential function

 f =exp ( . m /  e )
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(5.15)

where



is a material constant. A detailed form of the fracture strain can be found from coupon

tests and regression methods used to model this equation.
Based on the above, a new failure model based on failure strain as a function of stress
triaxiality and load angle parameters is used here. The damage model is implemented using
*MAT_ADD_EROSION in LS-DYNA [87,88]. Material parameters and input curves in this
material model are identified by performing material tests such as uniaxial tension, biaxial
tension, simple shear, and compression. Different specimen geometries according to the ASTM
standard are used to simulate various loading conditions. A path of varying triaxiality over
deformation is followed by changing the geometry of the section.
An Iosipescu shear specimen is used for the shear test, as shown in Figure 5.12. The
geometry of the specimen is modified with a very fine mesh, where fracture is expected to occur.
The strain seems to diffuse with an increase in element size, so the mesh size needs to be very
fine to capture the strains correctly. Figure 5.12(b) shows the damage progressive element being
eliminated and thus rupturing. Inverse method [89] can be utilized to identify effective failure
strain under certain stress triaxiality.

(a)
(b)

Figure 5.12. (a) Iosipescu shear specimen [87], (b) crack initiation and propagation
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To numerically predict fracture, a ductile fracture criterion in the space of effective
plastic strains and stress triaxialities has been formulated based on a series of numerical
simulations. For example, tensile tests give fracture strains in the range of the stress triaxiality
from 0.33 and up, and shear tests provide fracture strains in the range of the stress triaxiality
from –0.33 to zero. In the range

of –0.33 and up, the fracture strains are obtained from

compression tests. In the intermediate range (0–0.33), fracture strains are obtained from
combined shear and compression tests; however, the behavior of materials in this range still
remains open. Thus, hypothetical fracture loci are considered in this region to obtain a smooth
curve. The existence of the cut-off value for stress triaxiality is the subject of a future
publication. It should be noted that Johnson and Cook [88] postulated a decreasing exponential
function in the entire range of stress triaxialities for 4340 steel, because the strain was smaller
than that obtained from three tensile tests above 0.3. The above experimental observations are
used for this 368 MPa class of automotive steel.
This technique of approximating the tensile behavior of the steel with an elastic-perfectly
plastic curve and a failure strain models the gross behavior but does not in any way reproduce
the failure mechanisms that are occurring. Therefore, the failure strain value is not a physical
phenomenon but rather a calibration value [90]. The present state of the generalized. incremental
stress state dependent damage model (GISSMO), as described above, is discussed in the work of
Effelsberg et al. [87]. To identify the parameters for the damage model, a greater number of
different specimen tests will be needed.
When using the extracted triaxial curve, a comparison of the results of a simulation show
excellent correlation with the experimental failure of the spot weld as found in the literature
studied. The strain-based fracture loci can be written as
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 f = f ( ) = f ( m /  e )

(5.16)

where  f is the effective plastic strain to fracture, and  is the stress triaxiality defined by the
ratio of hydrostatic or mean stress  m to equivalent stress

 e . Evolution of the equivalent strain

and the stress triaxiality at the crack formation location [ ( m /  e ) vs.  f ] for each case is
plotted in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13. Evolution of equivalent strain and the stress triaxiality
The triaxial curve shown in Figure 5.13 confirms the FE simulations in the shear and tension
coupons before using them in the damage material model (FE Model 2). The triaxiality curve is
also checked with the damage relation using MAPLE [91]. Because the fracture strain decreases
sharply with increasing stress triaxiality and is found to be exponentially dependent on it [84],
the following regression fit equation is proposed for the fracture strain  f :

 f =2.81exp (1.5 m /  e ) + 0.1

(5.17)

Similar equations are proposed for the fracture strain  f in the shear zone (–1/3 to 0) and the
combined zone (0 to 1/3). This captures the dependence of the stress triaxiality on the equivalent
strain to fracture. Damage occurs when the damage parameter D exceeds 1.0. The damage
parameter D is defined as
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D

 


p

f
p

(5.18)

where p is the incremental equivalent plastic strain, and the summation is performed over all
increments in the analysis. When this failure criterion is met, element stresses are set to zero and
remain zero for the rest of the analysis, and the elements are deleted from the model
f
immediately. The current plastic strain to fracture is  p [87,88].

The scalar damage parameter (D) is used to describe the material flow past damage
initiation by the following relationship:

 *   (1  D)

(5.19)

where σ is the stress due to the undamaged response, and  * is the stress tensor considering the
damage of the material. The above load curve is a failure curve and needs many data points to
cover the entire range of triaxialities.
Damage vs. equivalent plastic strain is the linear curve for constant triaxiality due to
linear accumulation of damage. In this situation, stresses suddenly go to zero. This damage
evolution approach is also called “immediate damage.” In addition to this approach,
ABAQUS/Explicit [81] and PAMCRASH [80] also provide a progressive damage evolution
approach where stresses gradually go to zero. This is described in the following paragraph.
The stiffness degradation process is modeled using damage mechanics considering the
response of a typical metal specimen during a simple tensile test [92,93]. The stress-strain
response will show distinct phases (Figure 5.14). The material response is initially linear elastic,
ab, followed by plastic yielding with strain hardening, bc. Beyond point c, there is a reduction
of load-carrying capacity until rupture, cd. Point c identifies the material state at the onset of
damage, which is referred to as the damage initiation criterion. Beyond this point, the stress-
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strain response cd is governed by the evolution of the degradation of stiffness in the region of
strain localization.

d’
c
b

d

a

Figure 5.14. Typical uniaxial stress-strain response of a metal specimen [81]
pl
In Figure 5.14, y0 and  0 are the yield stress and equivalent plastic strain at the onset
pl
of damage, and  f is the equivalent plastic strain at failure, that is, when the overall damage

variable reaches the value D = 1. Then the material is fully damaged, and the fracture initiates.
The failure criterion is between the equivalent deformations in gradually increasing amounts.
The damage D increases from 0 to 1.
Although the conservation of mass and energy and the contact conditions do not
necessarily represent reality, they could still provide an engineering approximation for the failure
modeling, if the appropriate element deletion criterion is utilized.
5.4.4

Method of Damage Calibration
The failure strain value is a calibration value. A failure strain is incorporated in the FE

model using the keyword *MAT_ADD_EROSION, as a failure strain value w.r.t. triaxility. By
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setting the first flag IDAM = 1 on the *MAT_24 card, erosion of the material is activated (Figure
5.15).
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Figure 5.15. LS-DYNA erosion material card
With DMGTYP = 1, the damage is accumulated, and element failure occurs for D = 1.
The coupling of the internally calculated damage to the flow stress depends on several
parameters, such as the damage exponent DMGEXP and the fading exponent FADEXP, which
are identified by conducting an optimization procedure using LS-OPT. The load curve for
LCSDG defines the equivalent plastic strain to failure vs. triaxiality. Another load curve, ECRIT,
defines the critical equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality.
The damage variable D must be used to take into account the history effect. The actual
damage is an accrued effect of the loading history, which must be described by a history
variable. The history variable NEIPS must be set to equal 10; however, if history variable #9 is
needed, then the setting is NAHSV = 9.
The foregoing concepts are applied to the FE Model 2 to set up a reference model. The
failure law is a load curve giving the equivalent plastic strain to failure as a function of triaxiality
for a constant load angle, which allows for the definition of a full 3D failure criterion[94].
5.5

Simulation Results

5.5.1

Shear Test Simulation
Figures 5.16(a) to (d) show D3 stress-strain contour plot results of LS-DYNA analyses

for spot welds in shear specimens. The average failure loads, defined as the maximum load of the
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load-displacement curve, are shown in Figure 5.17. The failure loads are used as references to
determine the loads applied for other tests, such as fatigue, torsion test, etc.

Strain induced failure outside
weld nugget

Stress levels around contact
surface between plates

(a) Von Mises stress [GPa] in FE Model 1

(b) Plastic strain [ε] in FE Model 1

Strain-induced failure
with damage introduced

(c) Von Mises stress [GPa] in FE Model 2

(d) Plastic strain [ε] in FE Model 2

Figure 5.16. D3 plot results of LS-DYNA analyses (half symmetry modeled for better view)

Figure 5.17. Load-displacement curves for both FE models
There is small difference between the peak and the residual force levels of FE Models 1
and 2. The initial ramp up is close in both models. The detailed spot weld model (FE Model 2)
with failure shows a stiffer one-step initial slope and a higher peak force level response.
However, right after the force reaches its peak, fracture at the weld occurs. The origin of stiffer
behavior also may be elements in the HAZ. The elements in that zone are responsible for the
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overall failure. The advantage of a rupture model is that it shows accurate physical test behavior
because of the greater detail in the strain failure path. An early plateau before the first peak
indicates necking; after this, elongation begins near the weld region.
Stiffer sheet metal material could bring on earlier failure of the spot weld. The resulting
force comparison is very close, given the rupture model scatter and the simplicity of the failure
model. FE Model 1 shows that the residual force and curve fall off smoothly as the elements
stretch due to no failure. Overall, maximum force in the simulations corresponds very well to the
rupture model [85].
Due to tension-shear loading, the nugget tends to rotate to align the pull ends, and sheet
separation keeps increasing. The HAZ in a welded specimen usually experiences the highest
stresses, which are more influential than those of the nugget in determining the performance of a
weld strength [94]. Strain and stress correspond to the material defined. Local stiffening will
cause early rupture, so the aim is to simulate dynamic stiffness and hence more load-bearing
capacity.
As velocity is applied, the specimen responds with a large peak approximately around
12.5 kN (Figure 5.17). After reaching the critical load to the substrate or surface, cracks will
occur. Due to structural dynamic effects, there is damping and oscillation in the curve.
5.5.2

U-Type Pull Test Simulation
In this test, the weld is in a direct tension condition. A spot weld nugget has hardness and

yield stress values two to three times greater than those of the base metal and behaves
mechanically like a rigid button embedded in a ductile metal. As a result, the specimen bends
around the HAZ, and cracks often begin in this area. The button pullout failure mode may occur
around the circumference of the weld nugget. Figures 5.18(a) to (e) also show D3 plot results of
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LS-DYNA analyses. As can be seen in Figure 5.18(c), FE Model 1 underestimates the maximum
load to 7.8 kN compared to the rupture model, and elements are stretched as much as possible.
Failure displacement will be not realistic here since it represents global behavior.

(a) von Mises stress in FE Model 1

(b) Plastic strain in FE Model 1

Experimental
failure [79]

Failure strain

(c) Element failure in FE Model 2

(d) Load-displacement curves of both FE models

(e) Damage parameters of failed elements

Figure 5.18. D3 plot results of LS-DYNA analyses (some parts are removed for better view)
Real deformations as the result of a pull sample test [34] show a high level of agreement
with FE Model 2. Of particular interest is the development of the zone-specific damage history
variables [90,95]. Figure 5.18(e) shows damage parameters for a few selected elements in the FE
Model 2. The element plot shows that damage occurs in the heat-affected zone, resulting in pullout failure. A noticeable load drop shows the failure of the joint at approximately 8.2 mm.
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5.5.3

T-Type Test Simulation
In this test simulation, the deformation due to elastic tension and bending of the base

metal is significant. Simulation results are presented in Figures 5.19 (a) to (d). A sharp peak with
a sudden drop of force level is visible in the plots. This may be due to the contact algorithm
failing for some time steps. For large deformation, the contact surface bends, and contact with a
solid element may not follow. Failure in the heat-affected zone and the base metal top is mapped
using load response curve for both models.

(a) von Mises stress in FE Model 1

(b) Plastic strain in FE Model 1

(c) Failure strain in FE Model 2

(d) Load-displacement curves comparison

Figure 5.19. (a) D3 plot results of LS-DYNA analyses (some parts are removed for better view)
5.6

Discussion of Results
The numerical force displacement data is consistent with both models. This suggests that

the material constitutive laws that predict using the inverse FE modeling for different zones are
accurate. Slight differences between results are observed. There is a need further investigation
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with a more detailed failure model for an element deletion algorithm. Moreover, mesh
dependency for scaling of results can be studied later.
5.6.1 Comparison with Spot-Welded Joints
Peel-off simulations on a spot-welded specimen were carried out by Saleh [96]. Reported
results are shown in Table 5.2
Table 5.2. Experimental data for validation
Velocity
(m/s)
1

Material
DP600

Energy
(N·m)
52

Failure Disp
(mm)
23.0

Peak Load
(N)
4200

The behavior of these curves is the same as for this study, but the energy is larger for the spotwelded case studied (~74 J). It shows that the spot-welded joint demands more energy due to
large plastic deformation and a different element type used [97-99]. A comparison of load using
the DP600 is very close to that found in this dissertation study, which is 4500 N.
5.6.2 Estimates of Strain Rates from simulation
When dealing with a high rate of deformation (crash analysis), there is a need for an
accurate definition of strain rate dependency. In tensile testing, strain rates are typically 0.005,
0.1, 0.5, 1, 10, and 100/s, and a strain rate of 0.005/s is regarded as the quasi-static strain rate. In
a typical frontal crash, different components of a vehicle may experience different strain rate
effects. Using a CAE model, immediate impact components such as bumper beam, front horn,
and front rail may experience peak strain rates ranging from 500/s to 1000/s, depending on the
mesh sizes used in the model and the crash mode of these components. For the vehicle’s midsection, the strain rate experienced is about the order of 10/s. Less deformation is found toward
the rear of the vehicle, and the strain rate experienced is also reduced to an order of 0.1/s and
below. This wide range of strain rates requires the support of a wide range of strain rate test data
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and a new material law to be able to model the different ranges of strain rate behavior
reasonably. Strain rates associated with vehicle crash events are often in the 100–1000/s range,
which is problematic for some dynamic material testing methodologies.
Higher strain rates are observed in the dynamic loading condition. This increases the
failure load, and the failure contour is extended with an increase in strain rate compared to the
base material [100]. For sheet metal components, such as those in an automotive crash, this
effect is more predominant, and stress-strain curves at different test speeds are significant in the
case of steel. Hence, strain rate-dependent behavior should be at a higher occurrence, as desired.
Plastic strain at the peak loading is observed in the zone where it failed in simulations, as
shown in Figure 5.20(a). Strain rates are derived in the HAZ, base metal, and weld region, as
plotted in Figure 5.21(c); the maximum strain rates are observed to be ~ 66, 12, 1.5, 1/s. Strain
rates used for input on the stress-strain curve are 250, 100, 10, 1e-3 (qs). It is found that the
output strain rates are within range of the input strain rates supplied in the simulation model.
This established high confidence in the FE model.

(a) Strain from simulation at various locations

(b) Location of various elements

(c) Strain rates derived in zones
Figure 5.20. Strain rate effect from simulation
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5.7

Conclusion
It is found that both solid FE models are quite close in predicting weld strength

phenomena, due to the relatively small scatter in the results. Results are verified with the two
material FE model investigations. The progression of deformation of the detailed FE Model 2 is
exemplary. Dynamic speed resulted in a saw-tooth profile on the curve, as opposed to slow
speed, which gave a smooth curve. The force displacement curves distinguishes the early union
stiffness, then element stretch or degradation as per model defined.
To obtain the most suitable model, a number of parameters are changed or introduced.
This makes the process time-consuming and difficult to build a finite element model. The stress
concentration region is formed around the joining area which shows the greatest amount of
stress. The specimen failure mode will depend on how the fracture develops. The shear
component is more dominant in the test simulation results. Deformation histories of the material
elements in the weld region obtained from the finite element analyses can be used to examine the
strain rate occurrence. It can be concluded that the performance of spot weld can be significantly
improved by introducing the damage in material model [90]. The service behavior of a welded
joint under general loading conditions can be achieved by following the steps described in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
VIRTUAL SPOT WELD CALIBRATION
6.1

Introduction
This chapter deals with the theme of modeling techniques for simplified welded

connections to the automotive substructure through simulations of the behavior of a different
specimen setup. During a crash event, elastic and many individual waves passing through the
structure are active at the same time, which makes the potential problems of weld modeling very
complex. A common method of modeling a spot weld is a one-dimensional beam element. In this
chapter, the spot weld is represented as a solid element and the sheet as a shell element. The shell
model response of lap shear and normal force test and peel test is correlated to a solid model with
a mesh size of 4 mm. This optimized model can enhance the reliability of crash analysis.
A new non-linear simplified spot weld model is developed in the FE code LS-DYNA,
and its parameters are identified. All results obtained are later applied to the crash modeling of
an automotive framework.
6.2

Virtual Simulations for Replacement of Detailed Spot Weld Model
Three-dimensional specimens developed for reliable failure prediction of a spot weld

were studied in the previous chapter. An alternative method for a reliable failure prediction is the
KS-2 test where a spot weld is modeled by a one-dimensional element in order to reduce the
simulation cost.
Nonlinear and at-failure behavior parameters of the materials determine which compose
the spot-welded joints based on FE modeling and optimization using the inverse method. To
provide a complete characterization of this criterion, several conditions involving a sufficient
number of measurements combining tensile and shear with the application of force under
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different loading angles must be met. MAT100_DA damage parameters are identified for
materials using the KS-2 method. The quality of the results enables one to extend the use of the
numerical tool to the characterization of an equivalent spot weld model.
The KS-2 measuring concept and model setup for the study is shown in Figure 6.1. To
obtain the failure load with the proportional loading path in terms of the axial load and the shear
load, the boundary conditions applied on the loading node are shown for each sample form in
Figure 6.1(a). The loading and storage node to the communication center in the XY plane is
rotated, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). For KS2 models, the force is initiated on the storage node in
the Y-direction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1. (a) KS-2 measuring concept, (b) KS2 model setup for study [101]
6.2.1

Model Setup
For years, understanding and characterizing a joint with so-called sample geometries used

KS-II and ARCAN [101,102]. These test devices are load-distribution fixtures and consist of two
mutually joined sheets with respective welding spot U profiles, subjected to various load
directions and speeds. Various load directions produce different stress states in the joining plane.
Varying the speed rate allows for dynamic loading. The load application angle is defined with
respect to the joining plane. In addition to load direction and speed, the thickness of the sheet
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metal flanges and welding parameters influence the strength of the connection in joined
materials. To capture a different loading other than that discussed in Chapter 4, KS-II virtual
simulations are necessary.
KS2 simulation offers several advantages compared to other tests due to the effect of
inertia. In a dynamic test, rotational inertia of the grip can reduce/delay rotation, which makes
the force more pronounced compared to simulation. This would necessitate modeling the entire
system between the pins, i.e., spot weld , plates to be welded, and rigid part for clamping.
The articulated fixtures and sample holders of the KS2 test setup for sudden load are
simplified with a hex element modeled with a kinematic contact and respective degrees of
rotational freedom, respectively. The sample geometry, element mesh, and structure of the
equivalent model corresponds to that found in the literature [103,104], except a different material
is used for the simulation. All calculations for the parts to be joined and the spot weld are
performed assuming an elastic material behavior using the stress-strain curves from Chapter 4.
For the adherend materials of interest (368 Mpa class of automotive steel), an elastic modulus of
E = 200 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.31 are defined. The rate of loading amounts is in
accordance with the test conditions 1 m/s on an adaptation of machine stiffness is omitted here.
High sensitivity with regard to the positioning of the weld connection is observed. The
force-displacement curves endangered artificial contact forces generated by the position of the
hexahedron deformations, because the two middle nodes of the four connected shell elements
can come very close. In this situation, the thickness of the contact is greatly reduced or
completely eliminated.
After investigating the influence of the element of the coarse shell elements, a mesh size
of 4.2 mm is selected and the final location of the hexahedron with respect to the shell elements
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is shown in Figure 6.2. The spot weld solid elements are exactly at the common node of the four
shell elements that are 4.2 mm long.

Figure 6.2. Position of hexahedron with respect to shell elements
6.2.2 Contact Definition
Contact analysis is a highly nonlinear structure problem. The contact interface transmits
forces on the contact surfaces, and mechanical contact occurs. In the case of smooth contact
surfaces, these forces are exclusively normal. In the case of rough contact surfaces, however,
tangential forces occur. The maximum transferable tangential force is limited by the friction
coefficient. A single *Contact Spot Weld is defined for the model as follows: the master is
defined using a *Set Part List with shell parts that are welded to the hexa element, and the slave
is defined with a *Set_Node_List with all nodes of the hexa used in the contact. A single-surface
contact is used for the contact between the two plates.
The two flanges are modeled as rigid bodies using MAT_20. One flange is constrained,
eliminating all degrees of freedom. For the other flange, the degree of freedom in the direction of
the force applied to the specimens is not fixed. Velocity boundary conditions are applied to this
flange in the z-direction to simulate the displacement-controlled experiment. All loading angles
are simulated. The solution is mesh-dependent, meaning that both the force transmitted through
the weld connection and the plastic-failure strains are dependent on the element size. Two mesh
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sizes are used: 2.5 × 2.5 mm and 4.2 × 4.2 mm. A higher force level is found for the coarser
mesh, and smaller plastic strain values occur in the element around the weld.
This test controls tensile and shear stresses. The change in orientation provides several
combinations of loads. The force applied passes through the center of the weld and is inclined in
the loading plane by an angle α relative to the normal. Normal values and shear forces, N and T,
suffered by the spot weld obtain  directly from the applied force F and the inclination angle  as
N () = F () ⋅cos ( )

(6.1)

T () = F () ⋅sin ( )

(6.2)

Thus, the test thus provides access to n pairs—N () and T ()—and, thereby, fully characterizes
the failure criterion. Quasi-static and dynamic tests conducted on samples of elementary single
lap shear show no influence on global and local responses or the failure mode of the spot for a
given steel. Accordingly, tests are conducted using the earlier speed (V imparted = 1 m/sec)
[100,104]. The inclination angles (expressed as degrees) are  = {0, 30, 60, 90}.
6.2.3

Numerical Result for KS-2 Test Simulation
All tests on the single spot weld specimens indicate that failure occurs in the plate around

the weld, and the behavior of the weld is apparently elastic. The failure strain option in the
material card can be used to model the fracture of the material. The behavior of the connection
changes as a function of the loading angle (Figure 6.3). As the load angle increases, from pure
shear to pure pull-out loads, the ductility of the connection increases and load carrying capacity
is reduced. An interaction curve was found to adequately represent the behavior of specimens
under combined pull-out and shear loading. The weld model includes failure criteria based on a
critical plastic-failure strain, as well as on a force envelope. The weld model needs to be
calibrated from the tests results for better correlation.
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For the von Mises and plastic strain
plots, the blank rigid part is
removed to obtain a better view.
The blank part takes practically no
stress.

(a) Simulation set-up

(b) Von Mises equivalent stress [Pa]

(c) Equivalent plastic strain [ε] (PEEQ)
Figure 6.3. (a) Simulation setup of D3 plot results of LS-DYNA analyses, (b) von Mises
equivalent stress [Pa], (c) equivalent plastic strain [ε] (PEEQ)
(some parts are removed for a better view)
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6.2.4

Finding Models Parameters
The mean test results are summarized in Table 6.1 in terms of maximum effort and shear

and normal load at failure based on five angles of inclination . These results show clear
differences between the tensile and pure shear load. The application of equations (6.1) and (6.2)
to the relationships allows one to deduce the values of the simulation normal and shear forces to
define the failure criterion of the weld. The value of F (), in these relations is taken to equal the
maximum force, Fmax (). Results are shown in Table 6.1 in terms of angle and effort, normal
and shear, N and T. These couples (N, T) define the spot weld in combined loading shown in
Figure 6.4.
Table 6.1.Mean results in terms of
maximum effort

Figure 6.4. Calculated load-bearing capacity of
spot weld
The force envelope from the results is representative of the global behavior of the weld
connection. The numerical force envelope for the force transmitted by the weld model is checked
by a comparison of the experimental and numerical results of other researchers [101, 103], as
previously mentioned. The maximum force level reached in the simulation curves are within a
comparable range for various grades of other steels.
Failure to obtain a curve that describes the actual failure has a variation of the values of a
and b, which are the exponents of the ellipse equation. If the failure model is based on an ellipse
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equation, then exponents a and b are 2. It is necessary to determine a and b exactly in order to
obtain a structural behavior prediction. This provides a qualitative basis for the accuracy of the
structural behavior prediction. Typical failure surfaces shown in Figure 6.5 are plotted as per
various tests in those spot weld models (0, 30, 45, 90 degree inclination angles). This criterion
defines a generally elliptical envelope. Three special cases can be obtained. The first defines a
triangular envelope when a = b = 1, the second defines a super ellipse when a = b = 3, and the
third is a circular envelope when tensile strength (Nu) = shear strength (Tu) and a = b = 2.

Figure 6.5. Typical failure surfaces
This equation cannot be solved analytically. An approximation can be obtained via the
numerical method. Thus, the failure parameter can be obtained by inverse parameter
identification, by solving the equation numerically, or by using the principle of recursive
sequences. Here, an inverse parameter identification, wherein the parameter a, b is determined
iteratively, is carried out. Adjusted values calculated for the failure model are shown in Figure
6.6. The values determined under this test are presented in LS-DYNA as a mathematically
formulated failure criteria. The findings of this preliminary analysis primarily concern the
evaluation of this type of test for the characterization of failure criteria.
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Figure 6.6 shows the measured failure criterion of the spot weld under combined load
conditions, in terms of normalized tensile load N and normalized shear load S. The loads are
normalized by the maximum loads under a pure pull-out condition N and pure shear condition.
Here, the forces, according to a comparable representation in the FEM system, have been
normalized to 1. The connection strengths are determined as parameters called failure curves
(rupture model). The comparison of the curves makes this failure model and ellipse gives relative
error between inverse parameter identification on the exponents a and b can be seen.
(a) Failure curve

(b) Normalized curve

Figure 6.6. Failure curve with parameters for steel under study
(speed = 1 m/s, FN,max = 7.62, FS,max = 13.35 , a = 2, b = 1.3)
An interaction criterion is used to consider combined normal and shear loading, described by the
following equation:
a

b

 Fn   Fs 

  
  1
F
,
max
F
,
max
 N
  S


(6.3)

where FN,max and FS,max = denominators, namely law parameters, are fed into the card material in
the input file to LS -DYNA (taken from test); Fn and Fs = numerators in the equation are
resultants as calculated in the local coordinate system in the cross-section planes during
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simulation time (also referred to as normal and shear loads); and a and b = adjusted exponents to
make this failure curve below simulation model (normal and shear weighting factors).
The spot weld model is developed using FE code in LS-DYNA, and its parameters are
identified. This simulation model is adjusted to obtain a smooth failure curve as discussed above.
The final nonlinear simplified model will improve the quality of results when applied to crash
modeling. The results demonstrated the effectiveness of the KS2 test simulations to characterize
the weld behavior. All loading angles are justified with the assumption for the equivalent spot
weld model, except for the 30 degree inclination angle. A physical test is necessitated here to
check this loading. Overall results characterize a given loading rate. The coefficients of the
failure model for a given weld material are shown previously in Figure 6.6.
The default data is used for any spot weld connected to a shell material that does not have
material specific data defined. Thus, it is necessary to define material-specific data for all welded
shell materials when using this spot weld model. The failure parameters are defined on the card
Define Connections Properties. Force resultants for Mat_Spotweld_Da are written to the spot
weld force file, SWFORC, and the ELOUT file for element stresses and resultants for designated
elements. In this database, the resultant moments are not available, but they are in the binary
time history database.
Criteria incorporating a combination of axial, shear, and bending stresses defines using
MAT_100. Also the effective plastic strain determined by the choice of damage type and a
failure function. The option OPT =8 in the keyword reference manual shows a bilinear elastoplastic behavior enhanced by the state of the art failure concept. The damage type spot weld
model considers the internal work done by the spot weld after its failure and is considered to be
more realistic.
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The simplest available material formulation in LS-DYNA to represent the elastic-plastic
spot weld behavior is *MAT_SPOTWELD. In this model, an interaction criterion with exponent
2 is used to consider the combined normal and shear loading in the weld as described by

 fn

 FN

2

2


 f 
   s   1

 FS 

(6.4)

where fn and fs are the axial load and the shear load acting on the spot weld, respectively. The
denominators in equation (6.4), FN and FS, are the failure loads of the spot weld. This failure
model has become widely adopted in commercial software such as ABAQUS/Explicit and LSDYNA3D [81, 61].
To cover the spot weld failure, a three-dimensional stress-based failure criterion is used.
The spot weld failed due to bending stress at a much lower load compared to normal or shear
stress. Bending stress is very important in peel-dominated load cases. The coach peel test fixes
the bending term in a three-dimensional stress-based failure criterion. The peeling test is similar
to the KS-2 90 test; the only difference is that the specimen is loaded on one side. Including this
test will provide the complete mixed-mode behavior [105].

 fn

 FN
6.3

2

2

2

  f s   fb 
        1
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(6.5)

2-D Spot Weld Simulation
To reproduce the spot weld behavior, a 2-D spot weld simulation is carried out. Due to

the large number of welds, modeling all of them in detail is impractical. Therefore, a solid
element spot weld is used with shell elements for the sheet metal part, as illustrated in Figure 6.7.
Generally, mesh size affects the finite element results. So mesh size and location of the spot weld
with respect to mesh is kept the same as in the KS-2 test simulation. Mesh elements are selected
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as an optimal size for accurate results and a reduction in computational cost. The numerical
analysis of this shell component with new spot weld provides a direct check of accuracy of
model. Failure was defined for shell elements using the MAT 24 material model, which is
equivalent to MAT 105 (PAMCRASH). This will allow the material around the weld nugget to
fail according to the strain and strain rate that it experienced. It is worth noting that it may be
necessary to develop the material model for the sheet metal in the heat-affected zone around the
spot weld [106].
(a) Shear

(b) Normal

(c) Peeling

Figure 6.7. Geometry of model specimen for 2-D weld simulation (sheet thickness 1.2 mm)
6.3.1

Comparison of Solid Detail Model with Shell Model
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of load of the solid detailed model with the shell model

with failure. The failure parameters for the shear and pull tests for a load speed of 1 m/s are
noted. The comparison shows that the difference between the reference model and the simplified
model is decreased with both the tensile-shear type and the tensile-normal type specimen.
Displacements associated with ultimate failure vary after peak load due to the inability to
decouple the normal and shear failure modes. The defined contact condition helps to model the
forces generated during the process. Scaling the contact thickness and controlling the hourglass
provides an accurate failure of the spot-welded region [61, 103]. The peeling test simulation does
not match well, since this loading is not studied in the KS-2 sample test. The bending term is
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adjusted by simulating the test iteratively. Peel loading has a peak force of only 3.3 kN due to the
severe localized deformation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.8. D3 plot results of LS-DYNA analyses, and comparison of equivalent plastic strain [ε]
and load-displacement curves (some parts are removed for a better view)
The maximum force for all tests is relatively close, as expected. The shell model is
underestimated, compared to the detailed FE solid mesh model. As expected, solid discretization
of the model leads to stiff deformation. The specimen model with shell elements and a five-point
integration give reasonable correlations [107]. Local deformation in the shell model is predicted
to be smaller so the curve does not match late on. Differences in the elongation are due to mesh
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dependency. One possible reason for the variation in results may be the time step size, which is
different in both analyses. To sum up, the solid reference model predicts initiation of failure too
late, compared to the shell model. The load response has a small oscillation caused by an inertia
effect due to a high loading speed 1 m/s. This is smoothed out with the quasi-static speed of 0.2
m/sec. Thus, a strategy is developed for the identification of the spot weld model based on results
from virtual experimental tests on single spot weld specimens.
6.4

Quality of Spot Weld
Controlling the quality of spot welds is challenging in order to optimize a vehicle’s

design and manufacture while ensuring safety performance. For this reason, failure tests and
analyses of spot welds can be classified into two categories.


Estimates the strength of spot welds and provides related failure criteria



Estimates the fatigue life of spot welds

After building a simplified spot weld model, preloading is carried out to improve the fatigue life.
Tensile residual stress is induced during the spot welding process. Therefore, prestressing
(preloading) and coining are common treatments after welding. To control residual stresses in a
spot weld, tensile preloading is done at 75 percent of the tensile strength. The effect of tensile
pre-stressing is pronounced in HSLA steel.
The crush behavior of parts is observed to be softer compared to the physical test in many
cases, so it is necessary to account for the preload of welds in a crash simulation. To insert a
preload in a spot weld, the keyword *INITIAL_STRESS_SECTION is used [108,109]. Preload
of a spot weld means creating the load that holds the assembled parts together. This preload then
is applied to the rear floor as a static load to achieve the preload stress state equivalent of 3g
acceleration. Generating a sufficient preload force is the key to strong and reliable joints that will
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not loosen or break under load (Figure 6.9). The high preload also requires a more concentrated
number of spot welds around the automotive structure under study in order to achieve a stiffer
assembly. Figure 6.9 shows the steps for preloading in a spot weld to ensure quality of the spot
welds [61], which will help to adjust shear and tension loads as an additional step in spot weld
modeling.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 6.9. Pre-loading in some spot welds
6.5

Conclusion
Reliable modeling of deformation and damage behavior are necessary for the assessment

of weld failure in automobile components. The simulation results of double U-shaped specimens
under 0° (shear), 30°, 60° (combination of shear and tension), and 90° (tension) loads with the
simplified elements are compared and evaluated in terms of their suitability for the modeling of
spot weld connections in crash simulations. The proposed models after analysis of spot weld
parts established. It was found that, as load angle increases, the load-carrying capacity is reduced
and the shear load is dominant at 0°.
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In the second part, the validity of this spot weld failure model is checked in other cases to
compare with the reference model. The obtained results for this simplified model are consistent
with those of the detailed solid element model. Results clearly demonstrate the adequacy of
existing models to represent the behavior. Compared to the detailed FE Model 2, the reduced
simplified model provides diminished accuracy. However, good agreement between the test and
the simulation is nevertheless obtained
This procedure for parameter identification on virtual experimentation can be used as an
engineering concept for reference. This model is suitable for simulations of crashworthiness with
weld failure to enhance the reliability of crash analysis. The failure criteria does not work well
for a geometrically driven failure. For such failure, microanalysis of the buckling mode is
needed. Further research must be done to take into account modeling problems resulting from
limited mesh sizes. Depending on the materials, a greater number of different specimen tests will
be needed to identify the parameters for the damage model. Of course, other additional tests will
help to give more accurate results about the weld material’s behavior.
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CHAPTER 7
STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF COMPONENT-LIKE SPECIMEN ANALYSIS
7.1

Introduction
This study aims to validate a numerical model of a spot weld connection with the finite

element code LS-DYNA for crash analysis of a spot-welded structure that is modeled with shell
elements, including failure of the spot weld connections. The response of spot weld behavior
using the given materials of interest is further evaluated in a dynamic impact condition on the
component level and finally by a full-vehicle model. In this chapter, two case studies
demonstrate the proposed failure models of a spot weld under impact loading conditions to
benchmark spot weld model performance in component applications and later at the full-vehicle
system level (Chapter 8).
7.2

Case Study 1: T-Joint Component
In Chapter 7, the deformation and failure behavior of weld joints is investigated on small-

scale specimens under tension and shear loading and KS-2 loading. A simplified model of the
joint that enables the user to describe the global response for a component-level study is
proposed. Failure analysis of a T-joint is useful to improve vehicle safety since it mimics the Bpillar and sill cross-member welding region. The T-joint specimens are used for the stress in the
transverse direction and also under load speeds simulating 1 m/s. For this purpose, a slide mass is
identified in the amount of 192 kg to realize the failure of spot welds.
To examine spot weld failure, six side spot welds are connected, as shown in Figure 7.1.
Validation of the simulation model is done as described in the following section. The simulations
are carried out only with spot weld parameters. Furthermore, contact problems are carried out by
scaling the contact thickness, as in simulations of the lap shear test.
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Boundary SPC

(a) Experiment loading for B-pillar weld test

(b) Transverse loading of joint

Figure 7.1. Simulation setup illustration of T-joint
7.3

T-Shock Simulation Results

7.3.1

Extraction of Load-Deflection Characteristics in This Study
The validated new weld model from the previous discussion is utilized in this study to

compare with the baseline model without a spot weld failure. A severe crush of hat rails occurs
in the baseline. Figure 7.2 shows the displacement plots. The new spot weld force response curve
shows the first peak at a much lower load, as shown in Figure 7.2(a), with a second peak later to
absorb more energy. The final total internal energy of the T- joint rail component with a new
spot weld model is 127 kJ, which is greater than the baseline of 116.7 kJ, shown in Figure 7.2(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2. (a) Force vs. displacement plot, (b) energy vs. displacement plot
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7.3.2

Simulation Result Validation with Experimental Data
The T-section component study reviews weld failure using a proposed spot weld failure

model for materials of interest (368 Mpa class of automotive steel). This will mimic weld failure
in the B-pillar and sill region. The former is a component-level test, whereas the latter is an
assembly-level test (Figure 7.1). A comparison of both FEA and test results of a closer-grade
H340 steel [110] indicate a reasonable correlation, establishing confidence in FE methodology.
In a study carried out by Oeter et al. [110], weld connections simulation response of the
T-section (Figure 7.3) is compared with experimental results of H340 steel (Figure 7.4). The
simulation response shown in Figure 7.3 indicates that the first peak in load is at same load and
then oscillates, depending on failure sequence and time of the spot weld failure. There is
oscillation in the curve due to a break in contact due to the effect of the dynamic speed. The
failure times of six spot weld connections vary from the experimental results; however, the
calculated maximum peak force before failure initiation of specimens SP1 and SP2 agrees well
with the measured experimental value. H340 steel weld material results exceed the measured
course much better due to slightly more strength than the given HSS steel under study. The
overall result indicates the goodness of the respective steels.

(a)

Figure 7.3. Simulation results from this study
(loading for given steel material configurations, transverse load 1 m/s)
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(b)

Figure 7.4. H340 comparison simulation and experiment (transverse load 1 m/s) [110]
Failure of the spot weld in time (s) for the sheared specimens are as follows: SP1 and SP2
(0.0028 s) and SP3 (0.0044 s). After the failure of SP1 and SP2 due to the high shear component,
no peak is reached in the calculated force-displacement curve in the given duration. The failure
of SP4 (0.0065 s) leads with more oscillations for the remaining time due to the dynamic effect.
Thus, post-failure behavior varies as per the failure time sequence. Simulation results show that
the highest peel and shear stresses occur at locations where damage is observed in the
experiments. The overall simulation conforms according to the strength of the corresponding two
steels compared.
The representation of the local spot weld forces from the simulation under a loading rate
of 1 m/s and a slide mass of 192 kg are shown in Figure 7.5 corresponding to their locations. The
lower peak load implies a better performance of the energy-collapsible structure in terms of
safety design. Oscillations that occur in the calculated force curve are caused by the immediate
removal of the hexahedron, causing the failure criterion, since the elimination of the stored
elastic energy at the area around the spot weld is suddenly released. Distinct notch sensitivities at
the welding point, as well as changes by the prying effect at the weld point, result in sudden,
excessive deformation, which causes an earlier failure of spot welds under low loading rates to
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be the same as at higher speeds. These phenomena currently are not explicitly modeled using a
simplified simulation model.

(a)
(b)

Figure 7.5. (a) Local spot weld forces from the simulation, (b) location of spot weld on specimen
From Figure 7.5, it is clear that the behavior of the force-time curves from both the
simulation and the experimental approaches smaller peaks after the first force peaks. The force
levels vary little from one another. This suggests a good set of close failure criteria as per
references [111,112]. Using the vertical failure lines at the intersections of the curve maps the
failure of welds from the simulation; in each case the failure times of the spot welds are shown.
To estimate visually well, high-speed videos need to map failure times of the spot welds in the
experimental setup and thereby match the peaks in the experimental/calculated curve and the
simulation/measured curve in order to make a further contribution to the assessment of the
failure timing of the spot welds.
The SP1 and SP2 specimens fail on the same high level of shear force and significantly
low shear in normal force. This is due to the type of loading, because the shear component
influences results of the welding spots. Parasite contact forces occur for extreme deformation,
which is not relevant, because the experiment shows the failure of the spot weld usually occurs
for moderate deformation. A spot thin parameter of 0.5 may decrease the contact thickness by 50
percent, leading to a lower contact force in the vicinity of the hex element [56].
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7.3.3

Validation of Profiles
In the baseline, the artificial nature of the contact forces disturbs the internal spot weld

forces and stresses. This causes unphysical deformation (Figure 7.6). Compared with the
baseline, the main failure mode for the weld is encountered on the front and side of the vertical
rail. The force amplitude for these welds is between 2 and 10 kN, which avoids tearing of the
sheet metal with a tail formation in these spot welds. Also, a high strain is observed in this region
of high stresses. In this situation, thickness of the contact is greatly reduced or completely
eliminated, which will induce cracks in the sheet metal after complete failure of the weld. This
will be a more realistic deformation compared to the physical test. Figure 7.7 shows the plastic
strain induced in sheet metal after a weld failure.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.6. Comparison of simulation: (a) without weld failure, (b) with weld failure
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Figure 7.7. Distribution of plastic equivalent strain of shell failure
7.4

Discussion
Local joint fracture can make a significant contribution to the overall crash performance.

The accurate representation of local joint material properties leads typically to highly detailed
mesh model, which violates the minimum time-step in full-vehicle crash test. Hence detail weld
modelling is not appropriate methodology for vehicle level simulations. For this reason, simple
spot weld models can be used, and crash behavior is changed due to the failure of spot welds.
Neglecting this failure behavior leads to a variation in energy absorption. Thus, an improved
design of the connection zones fuels the hope of enhancing crashworthiness performance. The
qualitative behavior of the force-displacement curves and the deformation behavior of the T-joint
specimens are, however, well simulated.
7.5

Case Study 2: Hat Beam Component under Simulated Crash Impact

7.5.1

Introduction
Square beam parts—such as front and rear rails, cross members in the B-pillar structure,

bumpers, and B and C pillar reinforcements—are very common in automotive systems for
absorbing energy during impact events. Spot welds commonly fail under combined loads during
an impact scenario. The structural integrity of beam-type welded structures depends on the
strength of the spot weld. For crash analysis, two parameters are important: the crush length of
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the rail and the peak force transferred to other structures. The axial crushing deformation is
crucial to maintaining space integrity in the occupant compartment. Also, the structural integrity
of hat-type-welded structures are generally controlled by the strength of the spot welds, which
commonly fail under combined loading.
7.5.2 FE Model Description
The square beam is widely used to absorb crash energy in automobiles. The FE model of
the steel beam structure consists of three parts: outer hat, inner hat, and spot weld. In this study,
LS-DYNA [61] is adopted for the simulation of the axial test. The main concern in this study is
to build a practical FE model of a steel structure that can be used in a full-scale vehicle crash
simulation.
Dynamic axial crush component tests are conducted using a drop tower, which tests up to
5 kJ of impact energy used. The drop weight is 2,000 kg, and the impact velocity is 6 m/s. A
mesh size of 4.1 × 4.1 mm is chosen for this model. A double-hat section is considered as a box
section with dimensions 50 mm × 30 mm × 1.5 mm and two flanges of 20 mm. Corner elements
are removed on the desired initial crush area. The component is joined along the flanges with
spot welds that are 35 mm apart.
The baseline model shows buckling deformation due to inner tensions caused by
improper stress distribution. This is minimized by modeling the detailed mesh spot weld model
to examine the generation of simple spot weld stress. A new simplified model and detailed spot
weld model is also compared for energy absorption. Since steel is commonly considered to be an
isotropic elasto-plastic material, *MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY (material type
24) is adopted. Figure 7.8 shows a section of the actual beam structure with rounded corners. The
fillets are roughly modeled by a row of two elements in the FE model. The rigid plate is modeled
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using shell elements with *MAT_RIGID (rigid material) and is completely fixed in translation
and rotation. The hat section rail is impacted by a moving SPC and fixed rigid wall. The
impacting mass is modeled using a mass element and is attached to the impactor plate by a
reference point located on RBE3. A nodal mass of 2,000 kg is attached to the mass element at the
rear end of the beam. A boundary condition is imposed using *BOUNDARY_SPC, which is
constrained to zero in the U-1 direction.

Profile geometry parameters:
h = 50 mm
w = 30 mm
c = 15 mm,
l = 300 mm
t = 1.2 mm

Figure 7.8. Crash simulation illustration of spot welding beam against rigid wall
Figure 7.8 also depicts the boundary conditions for double-hat columns. As the column is
crushed, the hat and plate portions experience self-contact, or sliding. Therefore the entire
assembly is modeled using the general contact algorithm, so that any region can contact any
other region. To account for the contact between the beam parts during deformation, the keyword
CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE with friction coefficient equal to 0.1 is
specified. The interface between weld domains is realized by a tied link contact [61]. Flanges are
added with 14 joining points at a distance of 40 mm and constrained by tied links to the weld and
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rest of the box beam. The tie contact algorithm for a weld is used for this analysis because it
automatically detects contact between different components including self-contact in deformable
bodies. The force transducer penalty contact method generates contact forces to resist
penetrations. A friction penalty formulation with a friction coefficient of 0.2 (default value) is
chosen for the tangential interaction. The friction factor is also defined in the contact definitions.
Constraint between the shell element and solid weld can be done by contact. This constraint form
is very simplistic but will need in-depth study in the future.
7.5.3 Elements and Meshing
One-dimensional spot weld elements cannot satisfactorily describe failure propagation
and energy absorption. To precisely analyze the model, a detailed solid mesh model is
developed. This model considers both the spot weld geometry and the heterogeneity of the
material and so would be a physically more accurate model. This model has shell elements in the
plate, whereas the spot weld uses eight-node solid elements. Coupling of the two element types
is done as described in the literature [113,114]. Rotations and displacements of the shell nodes
are compatible with displacements of the solid element nodes by constraining the DOF of the
shell and solid nodes. Due to the very small time step, this detailed model is not appropriate for
full-scale vehicle crash analysis. In general, a time step size of 1.0 microsecond is widely used,
and an element size of 5.0 to 15.0 mm is correspondingly selected for mesh edge. For this
reason, representative spot weld models can be used. The baseline model (MAT_100) and
simplified spot weld model are represented by a single hex spot weld. The hex spot weld model
provides significant savings in terms of reduced modeling. The existing substitute models need
to be compared with the detailed mesh model under relevant crash loading conditions. The
model setup for the equivalent model and the detailed weld model are shown in Figure 7.9.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 7.9. Model setup: (a) equivalent model, (b) detailed FE model
The hat-type cross-section column is discretized with shell elements, a four-node reduced
integration using the Belytschko-Tsay formulation. This increases the performance of simulation
because of the overall larger time step.
7.6

Numerical Results
For comparison purposes, three variants are constructed for this study:


Baseline with Mat100 solid spot weld



Detailed spot weld model



Simplified spot weld model with incorporation of spot weld failure

A baseline model is formulated for validation of the new spot weld design. Test data for doublehat structures fabricated from given steels and struck by an impactor of 2,000 kg moving at a
velocity of 6 m/s are not available. However, the computer simulation results are listed in Table
7.1. In addition, crush force versus axial displacement curves are illustrated in Figure 7.10.
Table 7.1. Force-displacement history for hat specimen: m = 2,000 kg, v = 6 m/s material steel
Double-Hat Specimen
Baseline
Detailed Model
New Spot Weld Model

Peak Load
(kN)
116.1
93.2
94.3
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Height Reduction
(mm)
142.4
135.7
138.6

Figure 7.10. Crush force versus axial displacement curves
Table 7.1 summarizes that both FE models predict similar results in terms of peak and
mean forces, and column height reduction when compared with the baseline model. Also, the
force-displacement plots are quite similar, as shown in Figures 7.10. A higher peak load is
observed in the baseline due to a different deformation mode compared with the new model. The
sudden opening of the flange in the baseline model increases the peak load (does not capture the
fracture mode at the corners in the axial crush). More welds have failed in the baseline model
due to plastic strain in the elements around the weld that reach failure strain. During the new
model, the flanges act as if they are tied together, and small openings have only been observed
after large deformation in the component. Basically, the area under the curve is energy
absorption. A further rise in the curve in the diagram shows that the joining points remain intact
as far as possible; a horizontal curve would indicate a failure.
A failure of spot welds can globally alter crash behavior. High energy absorption is
possible when fewer welds have failed. The crash test shows that the baseline model as the
received model has an increase in peak load due to inner tensions caused by improper stress
distribution by the weld model. This is minimized by the detailed mesh spot weld model. The
mew simplified spot weld model shows few sharp peaks, which indicates failure of the spot
welds. It can be observed that the new spot weld model exhibits the shortest crush length,
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indicating greater energy absorption with reference to the baseline model. Also, the forcedisplacement plots are quite similar for both the new spot weld and detailed models. It should
also be noted that new spot welds correlate well with the detailed model for energy absorption
capacity. A lower peak load implies better performance of the energy collapsible structure in
terms of safety design.
In general, both robust numerical models potentially will be used to continue to study the
effects of structural geometry and material parameters while varying the impact weights and
velocities, thus minimizing the extent of physical tests and the associated costs.
7.7

Validation of Profiles
Frames are captured at certain time intervals to compare the exact behavior of the

simulation models with the detailed model. For crash analysis of a vehicle, first, the vehicle’s
global and local deformation modes are compared. Sometimes the crash pulses correlate with
those of the test, even when the deformation modes are not similar to those observed in the test.
Next, deformation modes of the box beam with the detailed model and with the simplified spot
weld are compared to determine if the spot weld deforms the same, as shown in Figures 11(a)
and 11(b), respectively. In all cases, the crash box collapses in the middle; therefore, no
significant influence on the global response of this component has been shown. The location of
the highest stress in the spot-welded connections are also shown in Figure 7.11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11. Comparison of simulation: (a) detailed FE model, (b) equivalent model
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7.8

Study of Various Energy Types
A study of various energy components is used to confirm whether the analysis predicts an

appropriate response. Figure 7.12 shows history plots of important energy quantities for a rail
simulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.12. Comparison of history plots of important energy quantities
It can be clearly seen that there is a good agreement of both total energy and kinetic
energy obtained from the new spot weld simulation with those of the baseline simulation. From
the energy balance, it is c1ear that the kinetic energy is almost entirely transformed to internal
energy. Most of the energy is dissipated in the form of plastic deformation and hourglass energy,
more in the baseline model due to element formulation type 2 instead of type 16. Mesh
refinement is necessary in the baseline due to greater hourglass energy. The final total internal
energy of the box beam with the new spot weld model is 33.6 kJ, which is greater than the
baseline of 29.3 kJ. It can be concluded that the computer simulation results provide a good
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prediction of the history results obtained in destructive drop tests. Validation of the model
reduces further experimental effort to characterize substitute spot weld models for full-car crash
simulations. This is discussed in Chapter 8.
7.9

Conclusion
A failure spot weld analysis performed in this work could be extremely relevant from the

standpoint of vehicle design. The weld model includes failure criteria based on a critical plastic
failure strain, as well as on a force envelope. The calibrated weld model is used to model a
double-hat section that is crushed axially. The numerical model is able to replicate the baseline
force deformation curve rather than the baseline over-predicting the force in the neighborhood of
the detailed spot weld model. Such over-prediction always makes a difference in the results
while finding correlation with the physical test. The other two curves representing the detailed
weld model and the simple spot weld utilizing the failure model show better performance since
both are very close to each other. A sensitivity study for the chosen component shows that the
force-deformation curve during the main process of crushing is not sensitive to the value of the
weld failure, but it globally lowers the down force. Crush behavior is improved by the additional
bonding energy intake of the structure. In the literature reviewed [115], there are frequently
highlighted benefits of a similar kind of spot weld material testing that could be confirmed again
in this work.
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CHAPTER 8
CRASH PERFORMANCE OF VEHICLE BODY STRUCTURE
8.1

Introduction
This chapter deals with the modeling techniques to simplify connections that are spot

welded to an automotive substructure through various simulations of the behavior of shear, coach
pull, and peel, as discussed in earlier chapters. Any developed numerical model needs to be
validated before it is used for further studies. Validation is done against actual sled test results. In
this chapter, the results of the numerical simulation of a vehicle crash, using LS-DYNA, will be
discussed. The results of crash simulations with this program are included here. The appealing
features of explicit time integration are its simplicity and efficiency. Complex nonlinear models
and phenomena can be modeled easily. In exchange for simplicity and efficiency, explicit
methods are only conditionally stable. This means that the stable time step is bounded.
For high-energy impacts, spot welds between joined stamped sheets may fail. Therefore,
properties of the spot weld joints, especially during failure behavior, play an important role in a
crash simulation. For survivable crash conditions, the spot welds are subjected to dynamic loads
that can lead to the complete dislocation or partial failure of structure (non-critical). Material
properties of spot weld used in the structure have a significant influence on this behavior of the
body structure. This chapter enable forecast statements for crash simulations using new spot
weld model can be obtained. This procedure can be explained as an example.
8.2

Development of the FE Model
A new spot weld model is analyzed to study the performance during crash analysis. The

impact scenario is a modified sedan vehicle modeled with a rigid wall. The U.S. New Car
Assessment Program (NCAP) frontal impact rigid wall test is carried out (Figure 8.1). The mass
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of this vehicle is 1,910 kg. Acceptance criteria for such a test include pulse, intrusions, toe pan
intrusions, steering wheel/pedal intrusions, crush pattern and crush sectional forces, occupant
injury criteria, etc. There are usually OEM internal targets, which are very specific and based on
an earlier design, which is the baseline. The baseline design includes all targets to be satisfied
according to the sled test. The new model is validated to prove that a solution is correct and
compliant with a set of standards for the baseline.
U.S. NCAP

Figure 8.1. U.S. NCAP frontal impact test [116]
This study is carried out without a dummy since stiffness of vehicle is the major focus.
The vehicle model used in this study is a mid-size sedan car. A finite element model based on a
2010 Toyota Yaris passenger sedan is developed through the process of reverse engineering at
the National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC) [117]. The generic car model of a Toyota Yaris is
modified in the frontal structure shape for this study to study its optimization, as discussed
Chapter 9. The FE model details, including number of nodes, number of elements created,
number of parts created, and number of rigid walls used, are tabulated in Table 8.1.
Figure 8.2 shows the newly developed finite element model of the sedan car vehicle
using the work of the NCAC and the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) [118,
119]. Fine mesh is used in the frontal portion of the vehicle and coarse mesh in the rear portion.
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This type of meshing not only reduces the analysis time but also the time and cost required for
developing these FE models without compromising on simulation accuracy.
Table 8.1 Finite element details of sedan car model
Number of shell elements created
Number of solid elements created
Number of Nodes created
Number of parts created
Number of material cards used
Number of rigid walls used
Number of part sets created
Number of node sets created
Number of sections created

3,998,198
86,453
344,774
5,467
511
3
18
16,612
18

Figure 8.2. Developed finite element model of concept sedan car vehicle
To achieve a good understanding of the collision process, a spot weld coupon test is
developed to represent the feasible types of crash loading scenarios, namely, shear, bending,
torsion, etc. Developed FE models of a spot weld help to characterize the material for
simulations and validate with baseline. The new modified FE model for this study is developed
by updating the front rail, front rail rear attached to floor, and shotgun with proposed weld
modeling. The spot welds for these three areas are modified with local strength properties, as
shown in Figure 8.3. This can be done by using preprocessors such as HyperMesh or LS-PrePost.
Apart from this change, the model is the same as the baseline.
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Figure 8.3. Modified model and weld locations
The spot weld is a relatively small area that is highly inhomogeneous in terms of its
material structure. In explicit crash analysis, there are limitations in element size because of the
time step. Simplifying how to model these small inhomogeneous areas is needed. After
developing a simplified weld model, the parameters gained from the sample specimen are
transferred to the simulation of the various simple components tests, namely, T-joint and hat rail
profile. This weld model is specifically designed for the connection failure now mapped in the
full-vehicle model. The new improved weld model uses the card Mat_Spotweld_Damage-Failure
[67]. The damage and failure model is based on stresses. The failure parameters are defined on
the card DEFINE_CONNECTIONS_PROPERTIES. The spot weld force history data is written
into the SWFORC ASCII file. In this database, the resultant moments are not available, but they
are in the binary time history database.
In full-vehicle models, upon reaching the failure criterion, the elements of the connection
are deleted, and the two are separated from each other. This dictates a relatively coarse image of
the welding points, since a detailed weld model is needed for accurate results, which is not
possible due to limited computing power. Accelerometers are placed in the vehicle model at the
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rear sill to measure pulse. It is assumed that the crash behavior of these two vehicles represents
the impact behavior of the same class of cars.
8.3

Modeling Connection
The connection is modeled using eight noded hexa elements. It is recommended that the

in-plane area be equal to a circle with a specified diameter. For a 6 mm spot weld diameter, the
minimum thickness should be less than or equal to 1.5 mm. The thickness of the hexa elements is
based on the gap between the shell elements being attached. Since the modeling practice for
sheet structures is to model components at their mid-surface, the gap normally will be half of the
total thickness of the combined sheets, if the sheets are at the correct mid-surface location. In the
case where more than two components are attached together (e.g., 3T welds), the hexa elements
that make up the connection have their nodes equivalenced. The nodes of the hexa elements are
always projected to the surfaces of the attaching component shell elements. The thickness of the
hexa elements should not fall below 0.5 mm. In the case where the mid-surfaces of the attaching
components are not in the correct position and the thickness of the gap falls below 0.5 mm, the
mid-surfaces are corrected prior to making the connections so that the resulting hexa thickness is
correct. The hexa elements are attached to the shell components using the tied contact type
option *CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE_OFFSET. For weld lines that do not tie,
the OFFSET-option is used only as necessary and limited to those welds that require it because it
tends to cause instabilities.
8.4

Boundary and Loading Conditions
The initial velocity of a vehicle is a very important factor in crashworthiness since it

defines kinetic energy and the intensity of impact. In this frontal load case, the modified vehicle
model is impacted into a rigid wall with an initial velocity of 35 mph (56 kph). The simulation is
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carried out for 100 milliseconds. The gravity load is applied using the load body card. The mass
of the two occupants (75 kg + 75 kg) is placed over the front two seats. This mass element
represents 75 kg at the center of gravity of the seat. A single surface contact is defined between
the vehicle to rigid barrier and the vehicle to ground.
8.5.

Simulation Results and Analysis
Applying the boundary condition as mentioned above, the input deck is submitted to the

LS-DYNA solver to check the accuracy of the new model. This double precision gives the model
a smoother failure process. The resultant acceleration, velocity, and crush of this analysis are
compared with the corresponding impact statistics of the original FE model. Figure 8.4 shows the
interaction of the vehicle’s frontal structure with a rigid wall in a full-frontal impact scenario,
showing the crushing behavior of the frontal region. The global deformation mode looks similar,
except that change in the deformation mode of the shotgun is observed.

Figure 8.4. Global deformation mode of vehicle crash in frontal structure
(Simulation form this study)
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Local deformation (Figure 8.5) in the front rail and bumper beam looks similar; however,
it can be seen in animation frame time steps that the deformation mode is delayed in the
modified design. At 24 milliseconds, the frontal rail penetrates deeper in the original model due
to the burst onto the obstacle rigid wall (pink color overlaps blue color), and after 72
milliseconds, the vehicle rebounds back due to the elastic spring-back energy released in the
parts.

Figure 8.5. Local deformation mode in front rail and bumper beam
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8.6

Summary
In this study, the proposed weld model is evaluated to increase the vehicle safety and the

design flexibility against a frontal crash of automotive vehicles. A frontal crash test involving a
mid-size passenger car is conducted, and the measured impact kinematics, including peak
acceleration, crush, and time to zero velocity (TTZV), shows better performance than the
baseline design (Table 8.2). The new spot weld model design absorbs the kinetic crash energy by
improving the vehicle deformation and minimizing the crash load transfer to vehicle occupants.
Table 8.2. Impact kinematics summary
Peak
Acceleration (g)

Crush (mm)

TTZV (ms)

Baseline

43.6

29.5

74.6

New Design

46.7

28.6

71.4

Weld Type

Figure 8.6 shows a comparison of acceleration (g’s) plots drawn from rear sill locations
at 35 mph. By using the new spot weld model, there is a rise (approximately 7 percent) in
transmitted g’s. However, there is a shift in g’s transmitted from 0.057 to 0.062 seconds. The
shifting of g’s looks desirable since it delays impact phenomena due to smooth crushing.
Acceleration dropped early compared to the baseline, which is clearly seen in velocity and crush
displacement plots. Intrusion/crush in new model is less throughout the crash duration. The
fourth plot indicates that more energy is absorbed for the new design.
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More energy
absorption

Figure 8.6. Accelerations at 35 mph and other impact statistics
8.6.1

Analysis of Computation Time Cost
Results of the full-car test are checked for a 16-CPU run. The observed increase in

calculation time is marginal due to the simplified weld model (Figure 8.7). Thus, the new weld
model has nearly the same calculation times as the baseline model without failure criteria. From
the analysis, it is evident that by using a spot weld with a defined failure, there is a significant
improvement in accelerations transmitted to the different parts of the vehicle frontal. Results also
demonstrate a better stiffness distribution due to less deformation and thereby strain energy
density in the structures. Hence, one can conclude that strain energy density changes in a frontal
impact by undergoing significant deformation.

Figure 8.7. CPU calculation time
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8.7

Conclusion
During this research, the current standards and regulations dealing with a frontal crash,

and previous testing are reviewed. The validation work presented here within the framework of
this dissertation finally allowed the following:


Implementation of a non-linear model of a spot weld into the computer code LS-DYNA,
an associated simulation procedure to characterize properly the weld parameters and
feeding patterns.



Numerically determination of the state of stress and strain in the spot weld zone to
transfer immediately to the simulations of vehicle body structure under crash conditions.
The responses of interfacial spot weld elements are based on properties obtained from
detail spot weld modelling.

Baseline results when compare with previous testing shows more intrusions. The comparison of
new spot weld simulations of a full-vehicle crash has shown that the developed failure model
better demonstrates the deformation behavior and energy absorption of the structure. Intrusion
are close to previous testing. Thus, the results of the full-vehicle simulation improved. New weld
parameters allow for a more reliable model with acceptable CPU time. The goal of this
dissertation research to model the characteristic values of spot-welded steel material components
under crash load is achieved.
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CHAPTER 9
OPTIMIZATION OF BUMPER SUBSTRUCTURE
9.1

Introduction
This dissertation takes into account numerous aspects of the simulation of a spot weld

model in order to realize a holistic model. With regards to passive security of a vehicle, there is a
constant increase in the requirements to attain full body-in-white stiffness, without a significant
increase in vehicle weight [126]. To prove mass optimization in the virtual tryout chain and
generate an optimized analytical model that can be leveraged in a future assessment, a parameter
investigation of the variation of input data must be done, hence, the focus of this chapter. Frontend structures of the vehicles are very important to study for crash management systems. The
aim is to optimize front-end structures, in particular a vehicle bumper subsystem, to absorb the
energy of low-speed crashes at a maximal velocity of 15 kph.
In Europe, low-speed crash reparability at a maximal velocity of 15 kph (9.3 mph) is
called the Danner or Allianz Zentrum für Technik (AZT) test. During the rush hour, this type of
crash is very common. To minimize the insurance contribution for accidental damage,
deformation and energy absorption of the crash-box is very useful in terms of reducing repair
costs [127]. AZT implemented this low-speed structural test at 15 kph, with a 40 percent overlap
and 0° rigid barrier for front and rear impact in Europe, as shown in Figure 9.1(a). This test was
revised by the Research Council for Automobile Repairs (RCAR) [128] by changing the rigid
barrier angle from 0° to 10°, as shown in Figure 9.1(b). This additional lateral force improved the
robustness of the vehicle front-end structure. The following section outlines the methodology
followed here.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.1. (a) Front impact with 0° AZT test, (b) 10° rigid barrier RCAR test [128]
Optimization

9.2

Product design optimization uses numerical algorithms and techniques to assist engineers
in improving a product’s performance, weight, reliability, and cost. Optimization methodologies
are applied during the product development phase or to existing products to identify any
potential design improvements.
9.2.1 Optimization Techniques
Common optimization techniques in engineering practice are the following:


Gradient techniques (e.g., NLPQL)



Direct methods techniques (e.g., Hooke Jeeves)



Genetic algorithm (GA)



Pointer-based techniques

The main types of optimization algorithms are gradient-based and non-gradient-based. In the
first type, gradients of the objective and constraint functions are required in the continuous
design space, which may not be obtained analytically due to the complexity of the problem.
Numerical evaluation of the gradients may also fail or generate spurious results due to the noisy
nature of responses in the crash problem. On the other hand, when using non-gradient-based
algorithms, such as GAs, a much larger number of iterations are required compared to gradient-
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based techniques. Direct methods techniques evaluate a performance index around the base point
and use only function evaluations. The GA looks for the global optimum and is computationally
expensive[129]. Pointer-based techniques are based on design topography and are good for
highly non-linear problems.
Applying crashworthiness optimization directly to a nonlinear FE model is not practical
due to the high computational costs associated with simulations. Objective and constraint
functions in crashworthiness optimization problems are often non-smooth and highly nonlinear
in terms of their design variables, which yield high computational cost. This has prompted the
simplified model [130]. The conventional vehicle model is simplified to a bumper subsystem
model (Figure 9.2) in this study. This model provides a reference structure for performancebased development of a bumper structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.2. Bumper configuration setup
9.3

Bumper Configuration Setup
The first stage in configuring a bumper involves identification of the components relevant

to frontal impact at low speed. Figure 9.2 shows the bumper setup using a Toyota Yaris vehicle
model that is utilized in this study [117]. A few of the major components are subframe, bumper
beam, crash box, cross member, front rail, fender side rail, crash box insert, and firewall. This
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low-energy model effectively replicates the critical output parameters and is therefore crucial to
establishing a development process within a desired time range. As a quick improvement in
design, an equivalent geometry of the front rail and crash box design is used to study the load
path [131]. The reduced/simplified bumper model from a donor vehicle model is shown in
Figure 9.3 and has a total of 110 K nodes and a mass of 1,329 kg lumped on a single node at the
center of gravity. Section planes are added in the rails to plot the various forces. Few section
shapes in the front rail and crash box parts are changed to obtain better strain energy density for
crushing. The contact defined for all parts is a single surface contact for measuring the contact
force transducer used. The front end of the vehicle is modeled using different types of elements
such as shells, beams, springs, masses, and joints. This implicit model shows an equivalent
behavior compared to the original model.

Figure 9.3. Simplified model
Boundary conditions, material properties, and other inputs are prepared using an LSDYNA input deck. The torsion stiffness performance target of 44 Hz and a secondary bending
stiffness target of 52 Hz are based on a representative mid-sized car segment used as a constraint
[117].
One of the most important load cases in frontal crash scenarios is the RCAR structure test
[128]. Crash-relevant bumper structures isolated from a full-car model, as mentioned above, are
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used to perform this simulation. Here, the rigid wall is inclined 10° to the cross-car direction and
40% overlapped to the simplified bumper subsystem model. The initial velocity given to the
mass element is 15 kph (9.3 mph). Basic bumper subsystem structural performance targets are
based on representative benchmark vehicles in the lightweight mid-sized wagon segment.
The rail structure is crushed into a 10°-angled rigid stationary wall. The greatest decrease
in kinetic energy in the test occurs during the first impact with the bumper, and later, energy
dissipates along the rails load path. The post-crash deformation of the reference bumper model
can be seen in Figure 9.4. Comparison of the post-crash deformation and structure response of
the modified model with this reference bumper model is discussed further. This test analyzes
various responses measured from the post-crash deformation as shown in Table 9.1. The basic
bumper subsystem structural performance targets are based on representative benchmark
vehicles in the lightweight mid-sized wagon segment. The primary torsion stiffness performance
target is 46 Hz, and a secondary bending stiffness target is 50 Hz.

Figure 9.4. Deformation contour of referenced model
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Table 9.1 Reference model performance without parameterization
Response
Reference Model
Energy Absorption of Crash Box
9 kJ
Rigid Wall Force
145.8 kN
Average Crush
93.5 mm
Torsional Frequency
44.6 Hz
Bending Frequency
52.3 Hz
Mass
31.4 Kg
9.3.1

Optimization Setup
Design of a vehicle structure or its critical components through the optimization setup

can avoid costly testing for validation. Optimization setup is a comprehensive and automated
process to maximize the benefits of optimization. The objective of the optimization problem is to
minimize mass and increase the crush zone energy absorption by the rail system with inequality
constraints on the torsional stiffness and bending stiffness. The given reference model is solved
for low-speed impact of the front end of the vehicle, and a modal analysis studies the behavior.
The design variables explored using parameterization and selected section thickness, material,
and shape will influence the structural performance in a low-speed impact. Parameterizing key
geometrical features based on the input variable values is performed so that the most optimized
design meeting the objectives (under a set of constraints) can be developed.
The data exchanger or Simcode in the I-sight browser is used to link the design variable
Excel file and create an LS-DYNA analysis deck. This is called parsing, and the designs (total
200) are exported as a DYNA deck based on 20 design variables for DOE studies. Output from
the solver feeds repetitively using an I-sight optimization loop to create the response surface and
obtain the optimized design meeting constraints and objectives. Design space exploration in the
I-Sight optimization setup is documented in the following steps shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5. Bumper configuration setup for baseline (donor) model
9.3.2

Development of Design Variables for Parameterization
Optimization first involves parameterization of the existing FE model by showing that

changing the gauges of various parts in the frontal load path can alter the energy absorption of
the bumper subsystem [132, 133]. The first parameterization of the existing FE reference model
is carried out. The bounded variables define the study’s “design space,” which is initially
constrained to material and gauge of selected parts for the reference model. This procedure will
involve identifying the components having the highest energy absorption and repetitive changing
of the various parameters; hence, the above steps can be inherently set up in an optimization loop
with minimum user interference. Moreover, the number of desired input variable values can be
large and distributed optimally in the design space. I-Sight [134] is the best generic software to
optimize the product design process. Simulation codes use executables from multiple disciplines
to set up an algorithm that explores the design space to determine the most optimum design that
will meet specified design objectives. LS-DYNA is the solver used for analyzing the bumper
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model. The main design variables are shape, section, and material of the various parts (20 total).
A few other design variables are bumper height, bumper material, bumper width, bumper back
plate material, bumper height, crash box stabilizer, crash box stabilizer material, crash box width,
crash box, and crash box material. Morphing/parameterizing of the key geometrical features
based on input variable values is performed so that the most optimized design meeting the
objectives (under a set of constraints) can be developed. As shown in Figure 9.6, there are three
parameters for the design variables of shape, section, and material for the front outer rail
component. They are structural, shape, and material, which are explained below.

Figure 9.6. Comparison of referenced and optimized designs of front outer rail
Structural Parameter
Crashworthiness can be quantitatively measured in terms of specific energy absorption
(Es), which depends on the type of material, and this can be expressed as [135, 136]

Es =

W
V 

(9.1)

where W is the total energy absorbed, V is the crushed structure volume, and ρ is the density of
the structure material. Equation (9.1) suggests that specific energy absorption can only be
improved by decreasing the product of the volume and density. This is the reason why thinwalled tubes are most commonly used elements as crashworthy structures. Thus, section
thickness reduction is used for various components in a bumper subsystem as a design variable.
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Along with section thickness, material property parameters are considered as another design
variable for crush zone components, such as bumper, crash box, stabilizer, and cross member.
Table 9.2 shows the section thickness reduction for the front rail components in a bumper
subsystem as design variables.
Table 9.2. Structural parameter design example
Structural Parameter Value Lower Upper
Rail_outer_2mm

2.0

1.4

4.0

Rail_inner_2.2mm

2.2

1.2

4.0

Shape Parameter
Shape of the component changes based on the available packaging space. A mesh-based
morphing approach is implemented in MeshWorks, a software developed by Detroit Engineered
Products, Inc. (DEP) [137]. This is a faster way to realize a shape optimization. A wide range of
shape parameters can be set up in the model, and the FE model can be morphed to generate
designs for analysis. Table 9.3 shows the minimum and maximum possible change in shape of
the front rail profile with reference to Figure 9.6. I-Sight is the best generic software to optimize
the product shape design process.
Table 9.3. Shape parameter design example
Referenced Minimum Maximum Optimized
0

–10

10

–9.5

Material Parameter
The material properties parameter is considered another design variable for crush zone
components, such as bumper, crash box, rails, and cross member. Baratzadeh et al. [138] have
demonstrated a low-speed bumper test for prototype aluminum bumper. In this study, aluminum
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material is considered for the crash box. Six different materials used in frontal structural parts to
have better strength and less weight are shown in Table 9.4
Table 9.4. Material parameters selection for frontal compartment parts

9.3.3

Material
Variable

Material
Specification

10

EN-AW-6060-T6

20

AL 5052-H34

30

CR210

40

BTR165

50

HSLA340

60

DP780

Defining and Generating Designs and DOE Setup
Instead of studying one factor at a time, the DOE allows studying the response for

multiple factors. Once the design variables are establish, a definite design must be created, i.e.,
values of the design variables must be set up and the design is exported as an LS-DYNA deck.
Once the values of the design variables are set up, the total number of designs generated is 60 in
the form of an Excel file. Using the Latin hypercube algorithm [139], the DOE matrix is obtained
for 60 designs by varying the size, shape, and gauge variables. These are later evaluated by ISight for an optimum solution. Design/analysis iterations are conducted to meet the stiffness
requirements for the bumper system.
The template DOE Excel file is used inside the data exchanger for parsing; then a
Simcode is set up to generate a new design from new DOE file written out by the data
exchanger. From the activity toolbar, shown in Figure 9.7, a data exchanger is dragged and
dropped on a red line of the task loop. The data exchanger, or Simcode, in the I-sight browser is
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used to link the Excel file and create the LS-DYNA analysis deck. This is called parsing and the
designs (which total 60) are exported as an LS-DYNA deck based on 20 design variables.

Figure 9.7. Data exchanger used to parse DOE file
Inside I-Sight, the configure data handler module (Figure 9.8) is used to clear the old file and
update the values of the input parameters after each optimization so that a new design is
generated from new input parameters values.

Figure 9.8. Data handler used to generate designs
Inside I-Sight, the DOE Excel file is parsed to update values of the input parameters after each
optimization so that a new design is generated based on new input parameter values. Input
parameters in this study are shape, section, and material data for the selected components. This
design variable data is parsed from the DOE Excel file (Table 9.5) and updated in the LS-DYNA
deck.
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Table 9.5. Some sample designs generated from DOE

9.3.4 Optimization Loop
To optimize the bumper subsystem, the data exchanger is set up in I-Sight. Linking of the
input data from Excel and the output design folders is done by setting i = 1 to 60 using the data
exchanger, as shown in Figure 9.9. This loop can be run to optimize the design. After setting up
the loop, LS-DYNA jobs are submitted through I-Sight. The final I-Sight loop looks like that
shown in Figure 9.9. A batch file is created to extract important output responses from the
completed runs. Finally, I-sight provides the optimum design number from a given set of design
folders.

Figure 9.9. Optimization loop/process integration workflow
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The results of optimization can be seen under the History tab in the Solution Monitor
window. This provides values for all input and output parameters for all iterations performed
during optimization. The crush-zone energy, peak rigid wall force, and mass of the rail are
computed with LS-DYNA. Table 9.6 summarizes the DOE runs for this study. The design space
for this study contains 20 variables and is complicated by the need to treat the new variables and
load cases in a stochastic manner.
Table 9.6. Summary of DOE runs

9.3.5 Response Surface Methodology
The DOE fits response data to mathematical equations. These equations serve as a model
to predict what will happen for any given combinations of values. There are various meta
models, from the simple polynomial approximations to more advanced Kinging models.
Response surface methodology (RSM) is a meta model to relate the input parameters and the true
response. This method is used for constructing smooth approximations to functions in a multidimensional design space. With RSM, a design space is selected and approximating surfaces are
constructed for the objective and constraint surfaces. Thus, local effects, e.g., those caused by
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numerical noise, are smoothed and the global optimum may be approached. Figure 9.10 shows
the response surface created using the crash I/O table. The response surface is compared with FE
results to estimate the percentage of error. If the error rate is above 5 percent, then there could be
noise in the response, which needs to be eliminated by further iterations.

Figure 9.10. Visualization of approximation in 3D
9.4

Comparison of Referenced and Optimized Model
Many high-performance designs are found during the runs, since I-sight evolves a set of

designs over a number of cycles. As observed from Table. 9.7, energy absorption of the crash
box improves, the mass is reduced by 11 percent, and crush length increases to allow more time
for pulse dissipation, while the imposed constraints are satisfied on the RSM. The optimized
model has improved performance. Energy is absorbed primarily through plastic deformation of
the material during the progressive deformation. These accordion-like deformation modes help to
maximize the plastic material deformation and folding contact during crash scenarios.
Table 9.7. Comparison of results for referenced and optimized models
Response
Energy Absorption of Crash Box
Rigid wall Force
Average Crush
Torsional Frequency
Bending Frequency
Mass

Referenced Model
9 kJ
145.8 kN
93.5mm
44.6 Hz
52.3 Hz
31.4 Kg
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Optimized Model
12.3 kJ
149.7 kN
97.2 mm
45.8 Hz
49.4 Hz
27.8 Kg

As mentioned earlier, the best DOE output values are used to perform the FE simulation.
Results from this simulation are compared with RSM results. The accuracy of the RSM will be
improved by adding more designs to it.
9.4.1

Illustrative Study of Optimized Bumper
The preceding analyses have demonstrated the effectiveness of a bumper subsystem for

various responses. This study results in an optimized parameter value for 20 design variables,
which are design recommendations for changes in section thickness, material, and shape of the
frontal structure. In the second part of this study, the response of bumper subsystem using an
optimized parameters is further evaluated in a dynamic impact condition on a component level
and finally with a full-vehicle model. This section discusses only the component-level simulation
study.
The best DOE design output parameters values are used to perform the FE simulation.
The crash scenario is a low-speed impact used to assess the optimized model program (RCAR)
test compare with the RSM results. Crush forces and baseline energy are used to provide the
design direction. Acceleration traces for the node where the mass element is attached is used, as
shown previously in Figure 9.3. This center of gravity point on the vehicle is usually used as a
link between the occupant environment and the vehicle dynamics models. Crash pulses of the
baseline and new optimized design are analyzed to understand the total amount of absorbed
energy. Another approach is acceleration (force) displacement curves, which provide data about
the total absorbed energy as well as the estimation of typical force levels.
As vehicles become stiffer, the deceleration for a given impact speed increases. If
changes made to frontal impact legislation encourage stiffer vehicle designs, then this is good;
otherwise, an increase in deceleration may violate other regulations. For example, the
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deceleration of the head form may exceed 80 g’s, whereby the test of the performance of the
head restraint would need to be modified. Therefore, it is not intended specifically to reproduce
the same deceleration profile and conditions. At the highest level, deceleration (frontal impact
test) between 20 and 28 g’s is very good for child restraint systems, and this will be higher, up to
32 g’s as mentioned above, for a full vehicle structure along with all packaging and assembly.
Figure 9.11 shows the baseline and final concept design model acceleration comparison.
In terms of energy absorption, the filtered (SAE J211) acceleration of the barrier at the instant of
impact is captured for both models at 15 kph. The greatest amount of the acceleration is about
12.6 g’s for optimized bumpers, whereas the baseline acceleration is about 11.3 g’s. This can be
another proof that stir welding has better energy absorption characteristics. There is no sharp
increase in acceleration due to the high initial stiffness observed, and the square wave response is
desirable. The peak “g” value is tuned into the new design because there is a shifting of this peak
value.This can be another reason that proves the new design has better energy absorption
characteristics.

Figure 9.11. Barrier acceleration comparison at 10 mph
Crash simulations show that the dynamic of the deformation between the two cases is
quite similar and does not reveal significant differences in collapse models for unstruck righthand side parts. A top view cut section of the deformed rails at 100 ms into the crash is shown in
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Figure 9.12 for the two cases considered. Deformation of the struck side parts is stiffer in the
optimized case (red color). Acceleration shifting is correlated with delayed deformation in the
optimized case.

Left-Hand Rail Deformation

Right-Hand Rail Deformation

Figure 9.12. Dynamic of the rail deformation
9.4.2

Energy Absorption Capability of Bumper System
The most vital crashworthy parameter is the total energy that a given profile can absorb.

The ideal bumper system has a load displacement response that acts as a step function, as shown
in Figure 9.13. The load rapidly reaches the maximum allowed value and remains there
throughout the crash. The load displacement curve can be derived from an acceleration pulse and
velocity integral cross plot using the HyperGraph utility tool.

Figure 9.13. Force displacement curve [130]
Figure 9.14 represents the deflection graph of the bumpers at 10 mph, which is captured
during the FE analysis. This shows that the amount of energy absorption in the optimized FE
model is greater than the baseline bumpers. The first peak in force is due to the small bending
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mode, and then there is an accordion crush. A shift in the pulse peak occurs in the optimized
model due to it being a stiffer structure. Also, the initial velocity applied takes into account the
residual velocities and any differences in the initial momentum of the collision, which is clearly
visible by rebound due to unloading. Load-displacement response used to evaluate allowable
acceleration to avoid a fatal crash situation using Patrick curve [144]. Table 9.8 summarizes the
results.

2
1

Figure 9.14. Force displacement profile correlation of both models
Table 9.8. Low-speed impact kinematics summary
Iteration Name/Number

9.4.3

Frontal Low-Speed Impact Statistics
Dynamic Crush
Acceleration
(in)
(g )

Baseline

3.8

11.3

Final Concept Design Model

3.7

12.6

Analysis of Energies
As observed from this study of a frontal bumper system optimization, modifying the wall

thickness of its parts and material grades changes the structure’s energy absorption capabilities.
The verification of the total amount of absorbed energy is done by analyzing the crash pulse or
by measuring the GLSTAT and MATSUM energy databases in the LS-DYNA post-processing
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results [56]. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 9.15. These diagrams indicate the
distribution of the internal energy of different components. For the analysis, parts of the FEM
models are arranged into seven groups: cross beam (blue), crash-box (red), longitudinal (green),
sub-frame (purple), front end (sky blue), firewall (orange), and others (light blue)). The new
design shows better energy absorption, especially in the cross beam, crash box, and longitudinal
front rails.

Figure 9.15. Distribution of internal energy of different frontal components.
9.5

Conclusion
This study is an optimization of the low-speed performance test to trade off between the

demanding challenge of low-speed insurance tests and the conflict of low-speed tests with other
crash load cases (e.g., pedestrian and high-speed crashes). The focus of the work presented here
promotes the trend for lightweight construction by optimization methodology. The new design
offers vehicles a weight reduction of 3.6 kg. The additional lower load path considerably
increases the crash performance. This virtual tryout takes a lead in sustainability by providing
lighter transportation on road, thus saving fuel and reducing CO2 emissions.
This envisioned optimization process helps to significantly reduce the period of the early
phase of the product development process and thereby development costs. Furthermore, frame
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subassemblies may be integrated into bumper structure models of complete vehicles, carrying
forward same methodology for full-vehicle mass optimization. As future work, optimization of
the rail/bumper designs could be performed using Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS)
and NCAP methodology.
The author acknowledges the DEP MeshWorks Suite for use in this ideology of
multidisciplinary design optimization on the referenced Toyota Yaris vehicle model, and also the
support team of the Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)/Altair for their help.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the main contributions and conclusions drawn from the findings of this
doctoral investigation are presented. Future work and recommendations are also outlined.
10.1

Contributions and Conclusions
Improvement of the crash performance of vehicle structures is challenging task due to

complicated nature of the crash processes of complex vehicle structures. Considering this, a new
modeling methodology of welded automotive structure is required to study their crashworthiness
accurately. The primary goal of this research was the development of a spot weld model for steel
material configuration. A material model was investigated and developed for spot weld.
Performance constraints were developed so that the force-displacement characteristics of the spot
welded structure during dynamic impact could be tailored. The methodologies developed in this
research were applied to a few spot welded structures case studies. In parallel with the spot weld
modeling techniques, a secondary goal was to investigate FSW/ FSSW welding for material flow
and thermal evolution.
In the first part of this study, the friction stir spot welding process was evaluated to study
material flow and heat distribution in an Al alloy material configuration. The temperature
underneath the tool was almost constant at 484ºC and gradually decreased toward the edge of the
workpiece. Friction at the interface of the tool and the workpiece generated the most energy,
which was about 97 percent. The rest of the energy came from plastic deformation and a small
fraction of friction between the plates. The plastic strain was highest at the bottom of the tool
where particles moves more vigorously, and zero at the interface where there was no contact
with the tool. The material particles can be traced in the smooth particle hydrodynamics mesh
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domain. Thermal distribution was also verified in friction stir welding. In the case of FSSW,
more strict models for strain localization and failure, and better element formulation will
certainly improve the accuracy of the model, but even the current, relatively crude estimates of
the properties are yielding very satisfactory results.
As steel being used as primary weld material in the automotive industry, the reference
procedure for FSSW was compared in resistance spot welding processes for given steel material.
The given extra-high-strength steel shows poor weldability with FSSW. The investigated FSSW
process resulted in 5.2 kN strength values. FSSW techniques developed and examined in this
dissertation are promising alternatives to traditional riveting within selected areas of the aviation
industry; however, to compete with RSW, the cost of tooling and time for welding are challenges
to overcome. Thus, the RSW study was continued further with focus on EHSS steel to
understand detail characterization of the weld. If the idea of using EHSS in automotive RSW is
not comparable to costly ultra-high- strength steels, then this study is promising in that it
challenges this assumption.
A failure model that takes into account the forces acting on the spot weld was developed
in this dissertation to demonstrate the proposed approach of material characterization. Test
results involving EHSS material were used for shear and peel specimens. It is difficult to obtain a
constant strain rate throughout the gauge length of a typical test specimen, but there is optimum
specimen geometry as per ASTM standard, where strain rate variation in the guage length is at a
minimum. Dynamic loading conditions are necessary in the evaluation of a spot weld model.
Thus, dynamic failure tests at the intermediate strain rate of 1/s, 10/s, and 100/s were used in this
study for modeling a test coupon to track down the stress-strain curve. This range of effective
strain rate is most relevant to an automotive crash event. The established mechanical
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characteristics were used then as input data for the numerical simulation of the spot weld
strength performance. The results from this study indicate that the mechanical response of steel
can be captured utilizing a constitutive model, which accounts for the strain rate effect coupled
with a very fine mesh ranging from 0.25 to 0.15 mm in the weld nugget zone.
A detailed finite element model, where the spot weld was represented by the solid
element prepared with and without failure, is defined. The differences in the virtual evaluations
when comparing both FE models were about 4 percent for the lap shear test and 5 percent for the
normal force test. Highest shear, peel stresses occurred in the base material near the heat-affect
zone due to maximum deformation damage. In the case of the spot weld represented by a solid
element and the sheet as a shell element, the differences are about 15 percent for the lap shear
test and 25 percent for the normal force test. The shell model response correlated well with the
solid model for a mesh size of 4 mm, and after scaling, the contact thickness provided an
accurate failure of the spot-welded region. This optimized model can enhance the reliability of
crash analysis.
Moving forward, the numerical determination of characteristics of the KS2 single
element sample for the FE crash simulation was compared with the detailed FE model, as a
reference, which considers multiple stress situations on spot welds. Failure loads of spot welds
were evaluated using the simulation data. For given steel material properties, the failure contour
of spot welds was constructed by decomposing the failure loads into the two components along
the axial and shear directions. Then the failure curve was plotted in the force domain. Results
indicated that failure loads showed a monotonic decrease with increasing loading angles, as
reported in earlier studies in the literature [111] for different steel materials. The simulation also
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revealed that as the loading angle changed, a spot weld failed with different failure modes. This
analysis was completed in conjunction with virtual experiments.
To describe the failure of FE analysis of automobile body components, a failure model
must be proposed by accurately interpolating the failure contours obtained from failure tests.
Three case studies demonstrated the proposed failure models of a spot weld under impact loading
conditions.
The T-section component study reviewed weld failure using a proposed spot weld failure
model, which mimicked weld failure in a car B-pillar and sill region. Comparison of FEA results
and test results of a closer-grade steel [112] indicated a reasonable correlation, establishing
confidence in the FE methodology
Simulation of the dynamic axial crush component tests were conducted using a drop
tower. The drop weight was 2,000 kg, and the impact velocity is 6 m/s. The baseline model
showed buckling modes in deformation due to inner tensions caused by improper stress
distribution. This was minimized by the detailed mesh spot weld model. A new simplified model
prepared and reached a slightly higher energy absorptions compared with the detailed mesh
model. Thus, weld failure influences the fracture mode and the crash force predictions.
Because these findings are from a component investigation, further study was needed to
understand the implications in a full-vehicle crash analysis with regulation of the impact speeds
of an FMVSS frontal impact. Thus, a new spot weld for auto-body crash analyses was
investigated in the vehicle crash analysis. Crashworthiness problems are characterized by a very
complex design space with many peaks and valleys in the output responses due to the highly
dynamic nature. As a result of the geometric complexity and material non-homogeneity involved
in spot welds, to measure every spot weld response is impractical. Because of this, various
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performance measures according to FMVSS regulations were checked between old and new
models. The crash test simulation showed that the baseline model had more intrusion. Crash
profiles with the new simplified spot weld model showed an increase in peak acceleration due to
the accordion crush in the modified weld rail region, while a drop in dynamic crush and TTZV
was observed at the end simulation of this study. Overall, higher fidelity correlation was
achieved as mentioned in detail in Chapter 8.
Results of the performed analysis showed the necessity for an equivalent spot weld
model. For conventional spot welding, the proposed approach showed good agreement between
the simulations and the tests, with spot weld joint properties that were derived from intrinsic
material properties in Chapter 6.
As discussed previously, mass reduction is a primary concern in new vehicle
development programs. Hence the next step after spot weld modeling and implementation was to
realize a mass optimization.
Crashworthiness becomes an important parameter in the design optimization that
accommodates shape optimization. A design space exploration study was carried out to study 20
design variables to optimize mass using the I-sight optimization tool. This influenced the
structural performance (torsion/bending) in a low-speed test, which was constraint for the
optimization model setup. A crashworthy model was obtained with a mass reduction of 3.4 kg
after searching the design space efficiently for an optimal design. Shape/design variables played
a key role in optimization.
This study demonstrates a solution to meet the industrial challenges posed by vehicle
development in progressing toward a better health chart for safety measures. Such development
can be done in close cooperation between OEMs.
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10.2

Recommendations for Future Work
Significant contribution and milestones are made in this dissertation. Some of the areas of

research that could extend the present work are summarized below. A possible follow-up study is
envisioned as a more comprehensive research.
The lower strength observed from the results of the FSSW finite element simulations has
opened the doors to many opportunities. Some immediate work that can complement the current
work is to test for other grades of steel used in automotive manufacturing.
The suitability of the developed simulation method needs to be investigated on different
sheet thickness combinations of materials. The model parameters determined need to be
validated, as was done in this study. Through this approach, various different material joining
can be modeled effectively.
Inertia effects influence the failure modes of spot weld. For a good failure mechanism,
the test needs an improved constraint condition fixture to prevent unfavorable rotation by the
nugget. Analysis of the dynamic effects of test systems needs to be studied using the FEM
method. The failure contour of the spot weld expands with increasing strain rates as reported for
a rivet model in earlier studies in the literature [109]. As future work, the dynamic influence of a
test machine must be studied to analyze failure of spot weld.
The validity of the plastic stress-strain curves for base and weld zone materials, and
especially for the simulated HAZ material, is of special interest. Because HAZ material is
difficult to directly investigate due to its small zone size, the possible spatial variation of its
properties in an actual spot weld need to be studied to develop weld fracture criteria applicable to
different loading and fracture modes. The calibration of the plastic part of a curve performs an
important aspect of ductile damage models. Future work in the field of plasticity could focus on
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plasticity models that consider the accumulated intensity of the plastic strain, invariant of the
deviation stress tensor, and hydrostatic pressure using subroutines. Stress-induced anisotropies
with respect to plastic behavior and damage are issues that should be clarified. Failure of weld
elements in the detailed FE model is crude modeling of crack propagation by simple element
deletion, which does not account for other mechanisms driving crack growth. Also, this method
is strongly mesh-dependent on the results.
Spring back is the deviation of the obtained product shape after being plastically
deformed in a forming operation. It is caused by the elastic recovery of the part and is a function
of the as-formed yield strength of the material. In general, dual-phase steels experience greater
spring back than HSS materials due to their higher as-formed yield stresses for equal partforming strains. It is obvious that the crashworthy response will be affected by the degree of
spring back. This issue is minimal in existing steel material configuration used but should be
addressed and included in FE formulations for other steel grades.
The optimum design obtained in Chapter 9 should be analyzed for robustness, and if
required, robust optimization should be performed. This DOE-based optimization could be used
to perform a multidisciplinary optimization. For example, optimizing with respect to frontal,
frontal offset, rear, side, and noise, vibration, and hardness (NVH) disciplines.
Earlier, the methodology and numerical model of spot welds were discussed. The present
weld model prototype should be made with good exhaustive material configuration test data and
shape processing in order to test it. Dynamic tests with the weld model should be completed with
different ranges of strain rates, as evidenced by the vehicle crash testing. In addition, at least
some of the fatigue-tested samples should be sectioned into tensile lengths and analyzed for the
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presence of cracks. This would help to define more precise run-out conditions for the dynamic
tests.
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